
To: LUTplan@washingtoncountyor.gov, bcc@washingtoncountyor.gov, Lutplanningcommission@washingtoncountyor.gov
CC: Pam_Treece@washingtoncountyor.gov, n_fai-commissioner@washingtoncountyor.gov,
Kathryn_Harrington@washingtoncountyor.gov, Suzanne_Savin@washingtoncountyor.gov,
Theresa_Cherniak@washingtoncountyor.gov, roy_rogers@washingtoncountyor.gov,
jerry_willey@washingtoncountyor.gov, Stephen_Roberts@washingtoncountyor.gov,
andy_back@washingtoncountyor.gov
From: Brandon Philips <brandon@ifup.org>

Subject: LRP: Gas Station Siting Restrictions for Sensitive Areas

Hello Washington County Land Use Staff and Commissioners-

Update: I am submitting this updated request and petition for the Long Range Planning Work Plan
backlog item titled: "Gas station siting requirements" at the request of Suzanne Savin and Theresa
Cherniak after our June 15, 2022 meeting. This updated petition includes 283 signatures from residents
representing all districts in the County and a full reproduction of "Governing the Gas Spigot" from the
Environmental Law Institute's 2021 journal as a summary of the supporting evidence for Staff and
Commissioner review.

We are citizens and organizations that want to see Washington County put land use restrictions on gas
stations near sensitive areas. Data from Oregon DEQ, Federal EPA, and other organizations clearly
show the economic, health, and environmental risks that gas stations and their underground petroleum
tanks pose1. And land use restrictions are the right tool to reduce and isolate these risks from sensitive
public and private lands.

In fact, many other municipalities have made similar land use code updates coast-to-coast from Santa
Rosa, California (pop 176,000) to Montgomery County, Maryland (pop 1.055mil)2.

Our request: We want Washington County land use codes updated to require that gas stations,
currently operating gas stations excluded, be a minimum of 1,500 feet from any public park or
playground, school, hospital, church, theater, dwelling unit, public library or building for public assembly;
or any wetland, stream, river, flood plain, or environmentally sensitive area. We also want to see this
applied to all zones across the County without an option for variance to ensure equitable and objective
application of this requirement.

We believe this is an urgent issue: here are just two catastrophic examples from 2021 of how gas
station storage can fail and endanger public lands and infrastructure:

● 14,000 gallons were released under Highway 99 in Monmouth Oregon April 2021. This caused
damage to public property, ground water, created traffic issues, and incalculable ecological
damage.3

3 https://deqblog.com/2021/04/07/updates-gasoline-leak-in-monmouth/
2 https://www.postpump.org/gas-station-land-use-codes
1 https://www.postpump.org/reports/
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● 1,300 gallons of fuel leaked after a driver hit a gas pump in Pasadena California in December
2021. The fuel was pulled into the Alhambra wash where hazmat crews did their best to clean
up the spill.45

We have a shared belief that land use codes should both encourage economic development and
“provide for the health, safety and general welfare of the citizens of Washington County” as the
Washington County Community Development Code states6. And we believe that the data and reports
we have provided supports the case for restricting gas station siting to promote the health, safety and
welfare of the County.

Enclosed:
- Frequently Asked Questions
- 2 Letters from Tualatin Riverkeepers
- 1 Letter from 350 PDX Washington County
- 1 Letter from Washington County Treekeepers
- Example gas station setback municipal codes
- "Governing the Gas Spigot" from the Environmental Law Institute's 2021 journal

Thank You,

Brandon Philips
Lead Organizer

283 Signers of the Letter
(addresses for signatures available to the County)

Adam Ritenour, Adewale Adeosun, Aida Mendoza, Aidan Gardner-O'Kearny, Alan & KJ John, Aleks Magi, Alex Dommasch,
Allen Morgan, Amity Overall-Laib, Amy Clay, Amy McCullough, Amy Westfall, Angela Parrish, Ann Kitchen, Ann Stenzel, Anne
Ashton Goldfeld, MSW, MPH, Anne Goetz, Audrey Farrell, Barbara M. Getty, Barbara Olson, Bart Lemmen, Ben Bedard,
Benjamin Silver, Beth A. Estock, Beverly Alexander, Bob Ehlen, Bob and Niki Steele, Brandon Philips, Brett Campbell, Brian
Torres, Brittyn Lindsey, Caren Magi, Carey K. Wille, Carey K. Wille, Carole Maloney, Charles Pfeiffer, Charly Beavers, Cheryl
Grilli, Cheryl Labavitch , Chris Oliver, Chris Oliver, Christina Torgeson, Cindy Thomas, Claire Morgan, Cody Carrete, Colby
Clay, Colin Fox, Colleen Bogard, Corrinn Annette Chavez, Cristina D'Souza, Cyndi Wending, Dan Grilli, Dan M. W. Johnson,
Dan Penrod, Dan Silver, Dan Silver, Dana Markunas, Daniel Silver, Daniel Zimmerman, Daryl Nishida, David Henely, David R.
Thomas., Debra Gisler, Debra Henely, Del Pellicano, Dian Kubo, Diane Vireday, Douglas Daly, Douglas W. Cooper, Ed
Harrison, Elaine Bueffel, Elizabeth Butcher, Elizabeth Moreno, Elizabeth Silver, Elizabeth Staly, Ellen Harrison, Eric Simantel,
Fenghua Liu, Florentina Perjeru, Gena Connelly, George Cabaniss, George Cabaniss, Gerald Wolf, Hailey Oliver, Hayley
Johanesen, Heather Comerford, Heather Davis, Heather Gillis, Heidi Nishida, Henry Burns, Hillary Harris Moldovan, Hillary
Moldovan, Holly Daly, Jacob Frazier, Jamie Shields, Jane Burch-Pesses, Janet Platt, Jason Burdge, Jean Fox, Jean Harkin,
Jeb Smythe, Jeffrey S. Petrillo, Jennifer Carter, Jeremy Orem, Jess Shuman, Jessica Fox, Jim Christensen, Joanne
Dunatchik, Jodi Bean, John Blyler, John Connelly, John Hembroff, John Maloney, John Randy Wiltgen, John Signett, John
Staly, Jonathan Laib, Jonathan McGinley, Joseph Parker, Joseph and Weilan Ladeau, Joyce Brizendine, Julia Smythe, Karen
Marie Trumper, Karen Peters, Karen Smith, Kathleen Lange, Kathryn Oliver-Garnett, Kathy Zhang, Katie Murry, Kaye
Gardner-O'Kearny, Kelly Reed, Kelsey Lemons, Ken Jackson, Kevin Hood, Kira Wright, Krista Reynolds, Kristina LeVelle,

6

https://library.municode.com/or/washington_county/codes/community_development_code?nodeId=ARTIINGEPR_
102PU

5

https://www.cbsnews.com/losangeles/news/gasoline-spill-in-pasadena-has-spilled-into-alhambra-wash-prompting-
emergency-response/

4 https://twitter.com/KNXBaird/status/1472977818619301891
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Lahni Skinner, Lance Sundberg, Larry Willis, Laurel Nakano, Layton Rosencrance, Lee Grunes, Leigh Anne Chavez, Les
Kangas, Leslie Holder, Lester Fishkin, Liane Ledbetter , Linda Bucsay Welsh, Linda Robison, Lindsey Bailey, Lisa Cairns, Lisa
Haworth, Lisa Ritter, Lisa Stefanowicz, Louise Watkins, Lynn Huerta, Madeleine Silver, Maggie Myers, Mai-Lill Magi, Mara
Clay, Marc Herbert, Marc Schluper, Marcellous Fambrough, Maria Choban, Maria Gabriela Buamscha, Maria Gaynor, Maria
Valentina Barrett, Marilyn Bramwell, Marilyn Martin, Marilyn Speirn, Marilynn Robillard, Marion Kessler, Maristela Fuke, Mark
Bartee, Mark Makler, Marta Amar, Marta Amar, Mary Arden, Mary Manseau, Masako Jankovsky, Matthew Whitaker, Maureen
Dannen, Maureen Dannen, Maureen O’Rourke , Melissa Dingle-Hood, Melissa Martin, Mesut Ali Ergin, Michael E. Wille,
Michael Gillis., Michael Maloney, Michael Willie, Mike Joshi, Mike Ollinger, Milorad  Micic, Mindy Kondo, Missy Martin, Monica
Spisla, Nancy J. Knight, Nancy Zeng, Natalie Noyes, Nathaniel Silver, Nicola Robertson, Nicole Bender, Nicole D Bender,
Nicole Eilers, Nisha George, Pamela Venable, Parteek Bansal, Pat Sandquist, Patricia BUrros, Paul Baker, Paul D Robillard,
Paul Kwitek, Paul Lloret, Paula Wolf, Peggy Bodner, Peggy Erick, Peter O'Brien, Peter Oliver, Phillip Craig Penny, Pratik
Koirala, Rakesh Koul, Ramona Bundus Rex, Renee Halpern, Rhonda Taylor, Richard Reynolds, Richard Vernon Rex, Robert
Satchell, Robin Pope, Rodney Chavez, Roger Sandquist, Rosa Seda, Sallie Fogarty, Sam Golden, Samantha Domenach,
Samuel Golden, Sander Torgeson, Saori Satchell, Sara Bhat , Sara Bosch, Sarah Orem, Scott McKee, Sharon L Penny,
Sharon MacDonald, Sharon Makler, Shelley Signett, Shirley and Alex Toth, Stackhouse Nicky, Steven Birkel, Sue Reu,
Suganya Shanthini, Suriah Nakano, Susan Mates, Susan Nolte, Susan Penrod, Susannah E Robillard, Sydney Richey, Tanja
Micic, Tanya Rosencrance, Teiana Nakano, Teresa Hill, Tess Strand, Thom Cheney, Thomas Kiley, Timothy K Maloney, Tina
Le, Tomas Jankovsky, Travis Clay, Treekeepers of Washington County, Valerie Zacha, Veronica Harrell, Vicky Siah, Vijay
Agrawal, Vijay Bhat, Virginia Bruce, Wendy Maple, Wendy Maple, William Gardner-O'Kearny, Yvonne Wilson, Robert Elliott

FAQ
Q: How did you arrive at the 1,500ft setback requirement?

A: We chose 1,500 ft setback because it was the highest municipal restriction we had found in our
research short of an outright ban on new gas stations. For example it is the setback in Rock Hill, CT.
The minimum consensus amongst municipalities we researched seems to be around 500 ft. You can
see a few examples and direct links to example codes on this page:
https://www.postpump.org/gas-station-land-use-codes

Q: Is there Washington County Community Participation Organization (CPO) engagement?

A: Yes, presentations were made in Feb. 2022 to both CPO1 and CPO7. There was positive reception
at both meetings and many members signed the letter after the meetings.

Q: Are County Commissioners aware of these requests?

A: Yes, a number of public comments have been made on the topic to both the Board of
Commissioners and the Planning Commission. Also, this topic appeared on the Long Range Planning
Work Plan status report presented at the October 18 2022 BCC work session:
https://nabgas.com/assets/docs/lrpwp-oct-2022.pdf

Q: Do you understand that future changes to land use code will not affect accepted land use
applications?

A: Yes. Although this campaign is an offshoot of the opposition to Land Use Case L2200199 (prev
L2100244) we understand that any changes to code will not affect the outcome of this case. However,
we are motivated to ensure that gas station developments with the potential negative economic,
environmental, and health impacts of that development are not considered again in Washington County.

https://www.postpump.org/gas-station-land-use-codes
https://nabgas.com/assets/docs/lrpwp-oct-2022.pdf?utm_source=nabgas&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=chevron-at-bethany-lake-over-200-signatures-and


Treekeepers of Washington County 
835 SW Touchmark Way 
Portland,  OR  97225        
           

  
Board of County Commissioners 
Washington County  
155 N First Avenue 
Hillsboro, OR 97124 

Re: Adding Gas/Fuel Station Setbacks to Municipal Code 

Dear Chair Harrington and Commissioners, 

Treekeepers of Washington County is a volunteer organization with a mission to protect and 
advocate for mature trees. Those trees depend on the health of their surrounding watershed. We 
write today to entreat the Board of Commissioners to strengthen protections for wetlands and 
other sensitive areas by requiring fuel station setbacks from sensitive areas. The upland area 
surrounding the wetland is essential to its survival of functionality. A setback of 300-500’—even 
a minimum of 100’—would help prevent these areas from the dangers related to underground 
storage tanks. 

A well-designed buffer can protect and maintain wetland functions by removing sediments and 
associated pollutants from surface water runoff, removing, detaining, or detoxifying nutrients 
and contaminants from upland sources, influencing the temperature and microclimate of a water 
body, and providing organic matter to the wetland. As our governing body, you have the 
opportunity to conserve these resource lands from activities and development that might impair 
their benefits to our community and the environment. 

At our February meeting, our Treekeepers of Washington County core team members voted to 
approve the following request: 

“We respectfully request the Washington County Community Development Code be updated 
to require all new gas stations or expansion of existing stations be located a minimum of 
1,500 feet from any public park or playground, school, hospital, church, theater, dwelling 
unit, public library, or building for public assembly; or any wetland, stream, river, flood 
plain, or environmentally sensitive area. This code change should be applied to all zones 

 February 19, 2022



across the county without an option for variance to ensure equitable and objective application 
of this requirement.” 

Thank you for considering this code change. 

Sincerely, 
Susan Mates 
Outreach Projects and Communication 
Treekeepers of Washington County 
treescountwc@gmail.com 

_______________ 
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2014-03/documents/final_40.pdf 
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November 19, 2021 
  
 
Board of County Commissioners  
Washington County  
155 N. First Ave 
Hillsboro, OR 97124 
 
 Submitted via email 
 
Re: Consider Adding Gas/Fuel Station Setbacks to Municipal Code 
 
Chair Harrington and Commissioners:  
  
Tualatin Riverkeepers (TRK) is a community-based organization that protects and restores the Tualatin 
River watershed. We build watershed stewardship through engagement, advocacy, restoration, access, 
and education. We write today to urge the Board of Commissioners to take steps to better protect 
wetlands and other sensitive areas by requiring fuel station setbacks from sensitive lands of at least 100 
feet, ideally 500 feet. A setback of at least 100 feet will help ensure wetlands do not suffer costly 
damage from underground storage tank leaks in addition to somewhat mitigating their other potential 
impacts on wetlands and sensitive species including stormwater, light pollution, noise pollution, etc.1  
  
Adding this type of protection into the municipal code is a sensible solution that many community 
members will likely support and appreciate. As you know, many community members are very 
concerned when a fuel station is proposed to be located directly next to a wetland or sensitive area. 
Those concerns are with good reason. If an underground tank were to leak the damage would impact 
the wetlands and species reliant on those wetlands and be very costly to clean up. Small precautions 
like a setback of at least 100 feet would help address these valid concerns which have been voiced in 
several land use application processes including but not limited to the recently proposed Chevron at 
185th & West Union.  

 
1 Note, a 500-foot setback would better mitigate noise and light impacts on sensitive species than a 100-foot setback. 



2 
 

The use of setbacks for fuel stations is not a new idea, communities across the United States2 have 
taken such measures to protect sensitive lands. Those FRPPXQLWLHV¶ codes could be used as a blueprint 
to help alleviate stress on Land Use and Transportation VWDII¶V�valuable time. We encourage the Board 
of Commissioners to be responsive to the community and adopt a setback for fuel stations of at least 
100 feet from wetland and sensitive areas.  
 
Thank you for your time and attention.  
 
Sincerely, 

 
Ashley Short 
Tualatin Riverkeeper & In-House Counsel 
Tualatin Riverkeepers 
Ashley@tualatinriverkeepers.org  

 
2 For example, Montgomery County, Maryland requires large fuel stations have a 500 foot setback from residential, park, 
wetland and environmentally sensitive areas. (Section 3.5.13.C.2.c : 
https://codelibrary.amlegal.com/codes/montgomerycounty/latest/montgomeryco_md_zone2014/0-0-0-2044) 
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February 15, 2022 
  
 
Board of County Commissioners  
Washington County  
155 N. First Ave 
Hillsboro, OR 97124 
 
 Submitted via email 
 
Re: Consider Adding Gas/Fuel Station Setbacks to Municipal Code 
 
Chair Harrington and Commissioners:  
  
Tualatin Riverkeepers (TRK) is a community-based organization that protects and restores the Tualatin 
River watershed. We build watershed stewardship through engagement, advocacy, restoration, access, 
and education. We write today to amend our earlier letter dated Nov. 19, 2021. In that November letter 
we urged the Board of Commissioners to take steps to better protect wetlands and other sensitive areas 
by requiring fuel station setbacks from sensitive lands of at least 100 feet, ideally 500 feet. After 
further research by partners and community members, TRK would like to amend that ask and instead 
request a 1,500-foot setback for wetlands and other sensitive lands from fuel stations as this is the 
largest buffer used by other communities across the country. We feel like this larger buffer will better 
accomplish the goals outlined in our Nov. 19 letter.   
  
Thank you for your time and attention.  
 
Sincerely, 

 
Ashley Short 
Tualatin Riverkeeper & In-House Counsel 
Tualatin Riverkeepers 
Ashley@tualatinriverkeepers.org  



 

February 17, 2022  

Washington County Board of Commissioners  

155 N First Avenue  

Hillsboro, OR 97124  

 

 

Dear Chair Harrington and Commissioners,  

At our monthly meeting on February 8, 2022, the 350.org Washington County grassroots climate activist 

members voted to approve the following request:  

͞tĞ�ƌĞƐƉĞĐƚĨƵůůǇ�ƌĞƋƵĞƐƚ�ƚŚĞ�tĂƐŚŝŶŐƚŽŶ��ŽƵŶƚǇ��ŽŵŵƵŶŝƚǇ��ĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ��ŽĚĞ�ďĞ�ƵƉĚĂƚĞĚ�ƚŽ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞ�
all new gas stations or expansion of existing stations be located a minimum of 1,500 feet from any public 

park or playground, school, hospital, church, theater, dwelling unit, public library, or building for public 

assembly; or any wetland, stream, river, flood plain, or environmentally sensitive area. This code change 

should be applied to all zones across the county without an option for variance to ensure equitable and 

ŽďũĞĐƚŝǀĞ�ĂƉƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƚŚŝƐ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞŵĞŶƚ͘͟� 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our request for this code change.  

Sincerely,  

Debby Garman 

350WashCo Team Lead 

CC via email:  

andy_back@co.washington.or.us  

stephen_roberts@co.washington.or.us 
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Home / Gas Station Land Use Codes

Gas Station Land Use Codes
This is a collection of gas/fuel/service station land use codes from different towns and
counties across the United States. In their various forms they protect people, public
property, and watersheds from the risks of gas stations.

If you have additions or correction please email brandon@postpump.org

Petaluma, California
Summary: No new construction of fuel stations anywhere in the city.

Source - note all zones Fuel Stations are marked as “Use Not Allowed”

Sign our Letter to Restrict Gas Stations in Washington County Oregon!



Rocky Hill, Connecticut
Summary: No gasoline or diesel filling station shall be erected less than 1,500 feet from
any part of any lot or plot of a public park or playground, school, hospital, church,
theater, public library or building for public assembly.

Source

Harper Woods, Michigan
Summary: Gasoline or service stations shall not be operated, existing stations excepted,
within five hundred (500) feet from places of public assembly, nor shall any gasoline
service station be located, existing stations excepted, within seven hundred fifty (750)
feet measured along the same side of the street, to an existing gasoline service station.

Source



Clarkston, GA
Summary: There shall be a minimum distance of five hundred (500) feet measured from
the nearest points of lot boundaries between a proposed gasoline service station and any
existing gasoline service station or between a proposed gasoline service station and any
lot occupied by a church, hospital, school, or other place of public assembly.

Source

Montgomery County, Maryland
Summary: Any filling station facility designed to dispense a minimum of 3.6 million
gallons per year must be located at least 500 feet from the lot line of any land with a
dwelling unit; public or private school; park; playground; day care center; any outdoor
use categorized as a Civic and Institutional use or a Recreation and Entertainment use; or
any wetland, stream, river, flood plain, or environmentally sensitive area.



See also the Montgomery County council documents, staff opinion, and special appeals
opinion

Borough of Bergenfield, New Jersey
Summary: No gas station, or vehicular repair service shop shall be located within 300
feet of the following uses when located along the same street or the same block: schools,
playgrounds, churches, hospitals, libraries, institutions for dependent children, or other
similar places of public assembly.

Source
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by Matthew N. Metz and Janelle London

GOVERNING THE GASOLINE SPIGOT: 
GAS STATIONS AND THE TRANSITION 

AWAY FROM GASOLINE

Matthew N. Metz is the founder and Co-Executive Director of Coltura, a nonprofit working to accelerate the 
switch from gasoline and diesel to cleaner alternatives. Janelle London is Co-Executive Director of Coltura.

S U M M A R YS U M M A R Y
Gas stations are America’s largest carbon spigot, a leading source of neighborhood-based pollution, and a 
sacred cow. This Article takes a comprehensive look at gas stations through the lens of the climate crisis and 
the rise of electric vehicles, and proposes steps to improve and shrink the country’s gas station network in an 
environmentally and fiscally prudent manner. It argues that state and local government should regulate gas 
stations to advance their climate goals, reduce pollution of air, soil, and groundwater, improve public health, 
and save taxpayers money. They should require them to clean up their contaminated soils, install modern 
tanks and piping, and abide by strict limits on carcinogenic benzene emissions. They should also halt con-
struction of new gas stations and eliminate subsidies for existing ones.

On 45th Street, in the heart of Seattle’s vibrant 
Wallingford district, amidst a jumble of co!ee 
shops, restaurants, o"ces, and houses, is a busi-

ness prominently exhibiting the logo of one of the world’s 
largest corporations. For more than a decade, this busi-
ness has been polluting the water #owing into nearby Lake 
Union with benzene, a known carcinogen and $sh toxin, at 
a level more than 360 times the legal limit.%

It spews benzene vapors at the window of a house 10 
feet away and at the other tightly packed, expensive homes 
clustered nearby. About six million pounds of carbon #ows 
from the business into the atmosphere every year. What is 
this business, and how can it get away with such copious 
pollution in an upscale neighborhood just a stone’s throw 
from the University of Washington?

&e business is the Wallingford Shell gas station, and 
the pollution it causes is typical of gas stations in every 
neighborhood in the United States.

Occupying busy street corners everywhere, gas stations 
have long been an inexhaustible source of gasoline for driv-
ers and a powerful symbol of the centrality of gasoline in 
American life. &ey are the $nal link in a long supply chain 
that starts in distant oil $elds and ends in air pollution and 
atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2).

1. Washington State Department of Ecology, Shell 120877, https://apps.ecol-
ogy.wa.gov/gsp/Sitepage.aspx?csid=5569 (last visited Nov. 9, 2020).

Government took a laissez-faire approach to regulating 
gas stations from their emergence in the 1910s until the 
1980s. In 1984, a 60 Minutes exposé of gasoline contami-
nation of drinking water in Long Island spurred a wave of 
federal and state laws mandating replacement of gas sta-
tions’ underground storage tanks (USTs) and vapor recov-
ery systems.' While regulations instituted in the 1980s and 
1990s reduced some sources of gas station pollution, gas 
stations have continued to pollute the air, soil, and water.(

Gas stations have received little attention from policy-
makers in recent years, even though their toxins are widely 
present in neighborhoods and their pumps are one of the 
largest sources of carbon pollution.) Of the 14 legal jour-
nal articles relating to gas stations published since 1990, all 
focus narrowly on $nancial responsibility related to leaking 
USTs and contaminated soils.* None provides a broader 

2. Candace Gauthier, !e Enforcement of Federal Underground Storage Tank 
Regulations, 20 E+,’- L. 261, 266-67 (1990); Mark D. Oshinskie, Tanks for 
Nothing: Oil Company Liability for Discharges of Gasoline From Underground 
Storage Tanks Divested to Station Owners, 18 V.. E+,’- L.J. 1, 3 (1999).

3. E. Blaine Rawson, Are We Properly Controlling Our LUSTs?: A Review of the 
Problems With Underground Storage Tank Regulation, 40 I/.01 L. R2,. 111, 
114-17 (2003).

4. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Sources of Greenhouse 
Gas Emissions, https://www.epa.gov/ghgemissions/sources-greenhouse-gas-
emissions (last updated Sept. 9, 2020).

5. See Scott Owens, State v. Green: Rede"ning the Environmental Responsibil-
ity of Landowners in New York, 8 A34. L. E+,’- O5-3116 J. 108 (2002); 
Amanda Cohen Leiter, Environmental Insurance: Does It Defy the Rules?, 
25 H.7,. E+,’- L. R2,. 259 (2001); Sharman Bra!, Oil Companies and 

Copyright © 2021 Environmental Law Institute®, Washington, DC. Reprinted with permission from ELR®, http://www.eli.org, 1-800-433-5120.
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view of the full scope of harms caused by gas stations and 
the need for a new regulatory framework to address them.

Now, four emerging issues are challenging the gas sta-
tion status quo:

• !e transportation sector is now the single biggest 
source of carbon pollution in the United States in a 
time of climate crisis, with the majority of the emis-
sions coming from burning gasoline and diesel. In 
many American cities, gasoline use causes about one-
half of total carbon pollution. Local and state gov-
ernments are making climate action plans calling for 
deep cuts in carbon emissions in their jurisdictions, 
and cutting gasoline use will be critical in meeting 
their goals.6

• Electric vehicles (EVs) have broken gasoline’s 100-
year monopoly on automotive drivetrains.7 Plug-in 
vehicles constituted 7.7% of all new vehicles sold in 
California in 2019, double the 2016 total.8 Many an-
alysts predict that EVs will continue to erode the mar-
ket share of gasoline vehicles, and that EVs will have 
a majority of new vehicle market share before 2040.9 
 In September 2020, California Gov. Gavin New-
som issued an order phasing out the sale of new gas 
vehicles in 2035.10 Numerous other states are consid-
ering measures to stop the sale of new gas vehicles 
between 2030 and 2035.11 !e rise of EVs will likely 

!eir Branded Dealers’ Contaminated Gas Stations: !e Case for Arranger Li-
ability Under Washington’s and Alaska’s Environmental Cost Recovery Statutes, 
19 H"#$%&'# W.-N(. J. E&)’$ L. * P+,’- 129 (2013); Derek Nagel, Not 
Quite O" the Hook: Why !ere Should Be a Legislative Solution for MTBE 
Contamination Without a Safe Harbor for MTBE Producers, 1 E&)’$ * E&-
./'- L. * P+,’- J. 319 (2007); Gauthier, supra note 2; William W. Sapp, 
Field Citation Programs: !e “Ticket” to Better Environmental Compliance, 20 
C+,01. J. E&)’$ L. 1 (1995); Christen Carlson White, Regulation of Leaky 
Fuel Tanks: An Anatomy of Regulatory Failure, 14 UCLA J. E&)’$ L. * P+,’- 
105 (1995/1996); William Stanley Sneath, Pennsylvania’s Storage Tank Act: 
Statute, Regulations, and Guidances, 6 V%,,. E&)’$ L.J. 75 (1995); Rawson, 
supra note 3; Allison Rittenhouse Hayward, Common Law Remedies and 
the UST Regulations, 21 B.C. E&)’$ A22. L. R.). 619 (1994); Oshinskie, 
supra note 2; Haitao Yin et al., Risk-Based Pricing and Risk-Reducing E"ort: 
Does the Private Insurance Market Reduce Environmental Accidents?, 54 J.L. 
* E3+&. 325 (2011); B. Suzi Ruhl & Sharon K. Lowe, Review of Florida 
Legislation: A Super Response to LUST in Florida, 14 F,". S$. U. L. R.). 
607 (1986).

6. In 2020, Menlo Park, California, set a goal of reducing gasoline sales by 10% 
per year from a 2018 baseline as part of its climate action plan. C%$- C+0&-
3%, +2 M.&,+ P"/4, C",%2+/&%", R.#+,0$%+& +2 $5. C%$- C+0&3%, +2 
M.&,+ P"/4 A6+7$%&' S0#$"%&"8,. V.5%3,. F,..$ P+,%3- N+. 33-20-
011 $+ R.603. G/..&5+0#. G"# E1%##%+&# 8- I&3/."#%&' $5. N018./ 
+2 Z./+-E1%##%+& F,..$ V.5%3,.#: R.#+,0$%+& N+. 6552 (2020), https://
menlopark.org/AgendaCenter/ViewFile/Minutes/_03262020-3417; E&)%-
/+&1.&$", Q0",%$- C+11%##%+&, 2030 C,%1"$. A3$%+& P,"& (2020), 
https://www.menlopark.org/ArchiveCenter/ViewFile/Item/11486.

7. U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), U.S. Plug-In Electric Vehicle Sales by 
Model, https://afdc.energy.gov/data/10567 (last updated Jan. 2020); Rebec-
ca Matulka, !e History of the Electric Car, DOE, Sept. 15, 2014, https://
www.energy.gov/articles/history-electric-car.

8. Hybrid Vehicle Market Share Increased to 5.5 Percent in 2019, C",. A0$+ 
O0$,++4, Fourth Quarter 2019, at 2, https://www.cncda.org/wp-content/
uploads/Cal-Covering-4Q-19.pdf.

9. See, e.g., B,++18./'NEF, E,.3$/%3 V.5%3,. O0$,++4 2020, https://
bnef.turtl.co/story/evo-2020/.

10. Cal. Exec. Order No. N-79-20 (Sept. 23, 2020), https://www.gov.ca.gov/
wp-content/uploads/2020/09/9.23.20-EO-N-79-20-Climate.pdf.

11. A New York State senator introduced a bill setting a 2035 gas car phaseout 
date (Michelle Lewis, A New York Bill Quietly Seeds the Ban of New ICE 

shrink the demand for gasoline, and threaten the vi-
ability of many gas stations, which rely on gasoline 
for nearly 70% of their total sales.12

• !e USTs that were installed in the 1980s and 1990s 
in response to tightened regulation are reaching or 
exceeding their useful safe life of 25-30 years.13 !eir 
risk of leaking grows every year.14 A survey of Seat-
tle gas stations found that about two-thirds of their 
USTs were at least 25 years old.15

• New scienti9c research is establishing that gas sta-
tions pollute the air to a much greater extent than 
previously understood, and that exposure to benzene 
is a signi9cant cause of leukemia and other cancers.

!ese issues have pushed gas stations to a critical junc-
ture. While the trend away from gasoline and gas stations 
promises a less carbon-intensive transportation system and 
less pollution, it also portends more abandoned and con-
taminated gas station sites pockmarking the landscape and 
draining public co:ers. !e growing demand of citizens for 

Cars by 2035, E,.3$/.4, Oct. 5, 2020, https://electrek.co/2020/10/05/
new-york-bill-ban-new-ice-cars-2035/), and the New Jersey Department of 
Environmental Protection similarly called for a 2035 sunset on sales of new 
gas cars in that state (David Iaconangelo, N.J. Calls for 100% EVs by 2035, 
a First for East Coast, E*E N.(#, Oct. 19, 2020, https://www.eenews.net/
stories/1063716489). A legislator in Washington State introduced a bill 
providing that all new vehicles registered in the state must be electric start-
ing with model year 2030 (H.B. 2515, 66th Leg., 2020 Reg. Sess. (Wash. 
2020), https://app.leg.wa.gov/billsummary?BillNumber=2515&Initiative=
false&Year=2019).

12. NACS: Strong Fuel Sales Drove Overall U.S. C-Store Business to $654.3B 
in 2018, C+&).&%.&3. S$+/. N.(#, Apr. 4, 2019, https://csnews.com/
nacs-strong-fuel-sales-drove-overall-us-c-store-business-6543b-2018.

13. M%35"., M"&%#, L+34$+& C+17"&%.#, U&6./'/+0&6 S$+/"'. T"&4#: 
A C5"&'%&' M"/4.$7,"3. (2015), https://www.lockton.com/whitepa-
pers/Underground_Storage_Tanks.pdf.

14. Id.
15. Matthew Metz, Ban New Gas Stations and Require Cleanups to Tackle the Big 

Polluter on the Corner, U/8"&%#$, May 14, 2020, https://www.theurbanist.
org/2020/05/14/ban-new-gas-stations/.

Figure 1. Abandoned Gas Station, 
Seattle, Washington

Source: Matthew Metz.
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climate action intensi!es the need for tighter governance of 
the gasoline spigot.

State and local governments, which exercise substantial 
regulatory authority over gas stations, are able to have an 
enormous impact on the future direction of the gas sta-
tion industry and ultimately the future of gasoline sales 
in their states.

As they address the modernization of gas station regu-
lation, policymakers will face a raft of di"cult and novel 
questions, including: How would the aging storage tanks 
beneath roughly one-half of existing gas stations best be 
addressed? Who should bear the costs of cleaning up the 
growing number of abandoned and contaminated gas sta-
tions, which now account for roughly one-half of Ameri-
ca’s 450,000 brown!elds? What levels of pollution should 
be tolerated, if any? Should state and local governments 
seek to accelerate the decline of gas stations as a carbon 
reduction strategy? Does local government have a respon-
sibility to ensure the #ow of inexpensive gasoline? How 
should economic impacts to gas station owners and their 
employees be mitigated? What powers do state and local 
jurisdictions already possess to regulate gas stations, and 
what additional powers may be necessary?

$is Article explores these questions and maps a reg-
ulatory path for addressing the emerging challenges fac-
ing governments and gas stations. It argues that state and 
local governments should regulate toward an increasingly 
smaller and cleaner network of gas stations for a smooth 
and rapid transition to a gasoline-free future.

Parts I and II review the environmental, health, and 
economic trends a%ecting gas stations and the convenience 
stores that typically accompany them. Part III outlines a 
new approach to regulating gas stations, examining how 
better enforcement of existing laws and implementation of 
new regulatory measures can best serve public health, eco-
nomic, and climate goals. Part IV concludes.

I. The Harms of Gas Stations

Gas stations’ harms #ow in many directions. $is part 
describes the principal pathways of pollution from gas sta-
tions and the resulting health e%ects. It explores other gas 
station harms that are less commonly discussed, includ-
ing the atmospheric carbon pollution caused by gasoline, 
the inequitable distribution of gasoline’s harms to com-
munities of color, the sale of tobacco and other unhealthy 
products in gas station convenience stores, and the crime 
associated with gas stations.

A. Gas Station Pollution Pathways

1. Gas Pumps

Gasoline spills occur when the nozzle is moved back and 
forth from the gas pump to the car, when the automatic 

shuto% valve fails, or when the customer tops o% the tank.&' 
One study found that between .007% and .01% of gaso-
line dispensed was spilled in liquid form while refueling.&( 
Based on the !gures cited in the study, a typical gas station 
dispensing one million gallons a year would spill 70 to 100 
gallons. For large volume gas stations at Costco and other 
large box stores, which can sell 20 million gallons of gaso-
line per year, the spillage could reach 2,000 gallons.

Gasoline from fueling spills can enter runo% water,&) 
from which it can make its way into drinking water, ground-
water, streams, and other bodies of water.&* Contaminant 
levels in convenience store/gas station runo% can be !ve to 
30 times higher than in residential runo%.+, Spilled gaso-
line can also penetrate the concrete near the gas pumps and 
contaminate the soil and groundwater beneath it.+&

Some of the spilled gasoline evaporates.++ A 2019 study 
conducted in New York State found that in 14 of 16 fueling 
sessions, gasoline vapors escaped from the pump nozzle, 
vehicle, and tank,+- despite the fact that all cars but one 
were equipped with onboard refueling vapor recovery sys-
tems, designed to prevent leakage.+. Leakage of gasoline 
vapors was also found in the hose joints in four of the six 
gas stations surveyed.+/

2. USTs and Piping

Gasoline is typically stored at gas stations in USTs.+' $e 
storage tanks are connected to piping that connects to the 
fuel dispensers (gas pumps). Leaks can occur at any point 
in the system.+( A study of 31 new petroleum releases in 
California found that 16 occurred in the UST, seven in the 
piping, !ve in the fuel dispensers, and in eight cases, the 
source was unknown.+)

16. Markus Hilpert et al., Hydrocarbon Release During Fuel Storage and Transfer 
at Gas Stations: Environmental and Health E!ects, 2 C011234 E35’4 H26748 
R29. 412 (2015), available at https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/26435043/.

17. James J. Morgester et al., Comparison of Spill Frequencies and Amounts at 
Vapor Recovery and Conventional Service Stations in California, 42 J. A:1 ; 
W6<42 M=>4. A<<’3 284 (1992).

18. Markus Hilpert et al., In"ltration and Evaporation of Small Hydrocarbon 
Spills at Gas Stations, 170 J. C?346>:3634 H@A1?7?=@ 39 (2014).

19. Philipp Göbel et al., Storm Water Runo! Concentration Matrix for Urban Ar-
eas, 91 J. C?346>:3634 H@A1?7?=@ 26 (2007), available at http://wanko.
free.fr/COURS/Ges.eaux%20pluviales/Storm%20water%20runo%%20
concentration%20matrix%20for%20urban%20areas.pdf.

20. $omas R. Schueler, Hydrocarbon Hotspots in the Urban Landscape: Can 
#ey Be Controlled?, in T82 P16B4:B2 ?C W6421<82A P1?42B4:?3 13 
($omas R. Schueler & Heather K. Holland eds., Center for Watershed 
Protection 2016), available at http://owl.cwp.org/mdocs-posts/elc_pwp2/.

21. Hilpert et al., supra note 18.
22. Id.
23. Jenni A. Shearston & Markus Hilpert, Gasoline Vapor Emissions During 

Vehicle Refueling Events in a Vehicle Fleet Saturated With Onboard Refuel-
ing Vapor Recovery Systems: Need for an Exposure Assessment, 8 F1?34. P0D. 
H26748 1 (2020), available at https://doi.org/10.3389/fpubh.2020.00018.

24. Id.
25. Id.
26. U.S. EPA, Underground Storage Tanks (USTs), https://www.epa.gov/ust (last 

updated Sept. 29, 2020).
27. U.S. EPA, Leaking Underground Storage Tanks Corrective Action Resources, 

https://www.epa.gov/ust/leaking-underground-storage-tanks-corrective-
action-resources (last updated July 16, 2020).

28. C67:C?13:6 W6421 B?61A<, C67:C?13:6 UST L26E P125234:?3: J630-
61@-J032 2019 S2>:-A33067 R29?14 (FGHI), https://www.waterboards.
ca.gov/water_issues/programs/ust/adm_notices/!nal_accessibility_califor-
nia_ust_leak_prevention_report-Jan-June2019.pdf.
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When gasoline leaks from a failed UST system, it moves 
from the back!ll surrounding the tank and piping into the 
native soil and groundwater."# $e movement of leaked 
gasoline depends on numerous physical, chemical, and 
biological factors.%& Gasoline leaks can move underground 
and contaminate neighboring properties.%'

A 10-gallon spill of petroleum can contaminate 12 mil-
lion gallons of groundwater.%" Groundwater is the source of 
drinking water for one-half of all Americans.%% Discharge 
from leaking USTs can also contaminate surface water.%(

As of March 2020, there were approximately 542,000 
USTs nationwide storing petroleum or hazardous sub-
stances at 193,000 facilities,%) and there was a backlog of 
63,677 leaking UST sites awaiting cleanup.%* Even after 
the “cleanup” of a contaminated site occurs, in many cases, 
large amounts of gasoline are left in the ground.%+

29. G,-./0 W123, P,-23425-/ C-./456, G,-./0 W123, R37-,2 2- 283 
N125-/: A C166 2- A425-/ (2007) [hereinafter G,-./0 W123, R37-,2], 
http://www.gwpc.org/sites/default/!les/GroundWaterReport-2007-.pdf.

30. Id.
31. See, e.g., Brandon Macz, Long Cleanup Ahead Around Former Lower 

Queen Anne Gas Station, Q.33/ A//3 9 M1:/-651 N3;<, June 28, 
2019, https://queenannenews.com/MobileContent/Business/Business/
Article/Long-cleanup-ahead-around-former-Lower-Queen-Anne-gas-sta-
tion/108/468/40266.

32. G,-./0 W123, R37-,2, supra note 29.
33. Id.
34. Id.
35. U.S. EPA, S3=51//.16 R37-,2 -> UST P3,>-,=1/43 M31<.,3<, 

M50 F5<416 Y31, 2020 (2020), https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/
!les/2020-06/documents/ca-20-12.pdf.

36. U.S. EPA, 20 Y31,< -> P,-:,3<< C6-<5/: LUST S523< (2020), https://
www.epa.gov/sites/production/!les/2020-05/documents/percent-backlog-
reduction-4-27-20-508.pdf.

37. G,-./0 W123, R37-,2, supra note 29.

$e total number of leaking tanks in the United States 
is unknown. Detection of leaks most often occurs when 
USTs are removed.%? Leak reporting often depends on the 
good-faith cooperation of gas station operators, who some-
times have strong incentives not to report them. Tamper-
ing with leak control technology is common.%#

3. Vent Pipes

USTs vent through four-meter tall pipes to equilibrate 
pressures.(& Gasoline vapors can be released through vent 
pipes when gasoline is pumped into or out of the USTs 
and when vapor expands or contracts due to temperature 
or barometric pressure changes.('

B. Health Risks of Gas Stations

1. Exposure to Benzene

Benzene typically constitutes 1%-3% of the volume of 
gasoline.(" It is a carcinogen associated with lung cancer, 

38. C165>-,/51 W123, B-1,0<, supra note 28.
39. Margaret Talev, O!cials Guard Against Leaks at Gas Stations, L.A. T5=3<, 

Aug. 19, 2002, https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-2002-aug-19-
me-gas19-story.html; see also Santa Barbara Gas Station Ordered to Pay $25k 
for Environmental Violations, KEYT, Oct. 27, 2020, https://keyt.com/news/
environment/2020/10/27/santa-barbara-gas-station-ordered-to-pay-25k-
for-environmental-violations/.

40. Markus Hilpert et al., Vent Pipe Emissions From Storage Tanks at Gas Stations: 
Implications for Setback Distances, 650 S45. T-216 E/@’2 2239 (2019), avail-
able at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.scitotenv.2018.09.303.

41. Id.
42. Peter F. Infante, Residential Proximity to Gasoline Stations and Risk of Child-

hood Leukemia, 185 A=. J. E7503=5-6-:A 1 (2017).

Figure 2. Gas Station Air Pollution Pathways

Source: Google Street View.
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non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, chronic lymphoid leukemia, 
multiple myeloma, chronic myeloid leukemia, and acute 
myeloid leukemia.!" Long-term exposure to benzene can 
cause blood cancers, a#ect bone marrow, and result in ane-
mia, low white blood cell count, and low blood platelet 
count.!! Benzene is linked with leukemia in children, even 
at relatively low levels of exposure.!$ Animal studies sug-
gest that exposure to benzene in gasoline fumes can lower 
sperm counts and impede fertility.!%

Organizations di#er on how much, if any, exposure to 
benzene is safe for humans. &e World Health Organiza-
tion maintains that there is no safe level of exposure.!' &e 
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health 
(NIOSH) sets unsafe benzene exposure as anything above 
0.1 parts per million (ppm) on average for a 10-hour work-
day.!( &e Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
de)nes unsafe workplace benzene exposure as anything 
above 1 ppm based on eight hours of exposure per day,!* 
and requires protective equipment such as respirators at 
higher exposure levels.$+

Gas station workers, gas station customers, and those 
occupying residences, businesses, and schools near gas sta-
tions can be exposed to elevated levels of air pollution—
primarily due to benzene exposure.$, Benzene levels were 
found to be at unsafe levels 160 meters from one gas sta-
tion, and 10 times higher than the estimates used to derive 
safe setback distances from gas stations.$-

Numerous studies indicate increased risk of leukemia 
for people living near gas stations.$" A French study found 
that children living next to a gas station were 7.7 times 
more likely to contract acute nonlymphocytic leukemia.$! 
Leukemia is the most common cancer in children and 
adolescents.$$ In another study, gas station workers were 

43. Carcinogenicity of Benzene, 18 L./012 1574 (2017), available at http://www.
hpaf.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/Carcinogenicity-of-benzene.pdf.

44. American Cancer Society, Benzene and Cancer Risk, https://www.cancer.org/
cancer/cancer-causes/benzene.html (last revised Jan. 5, 2016).

45. Jorunn Kirkeleit et al., Maternal Exposure to Gasoline and Exhaust Increases 
the Risk of Childhood Leukemia in O!spring—A Prospective Study in the Nor-
wegian Mother and Child Cohort Study, 119 B342. J. C./013 1028 (2018), 
available at https://doi.org/10.1038/s41416-018-0295-3.

46. Folarin O. Owagboriaye et al., E!ect of Gasoline Fumes on Reproductive Func-
tion in Male Albino Rats, 25 E/5’2 S04. 6 P7889247/ R1:. 4309 (2018).

47. Roy Harrison et al., Benzene, in WHO G94;184/1: <73 I/;773 A43 Q9.8-
42=: S181021; P78892./2: 15 (World Health Organization 2010), avail-
able at https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK138708/.

48. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) NIOSH, Pocket Guide 
to Chemical Hazards: Benzene, https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/npg/npgd0049.
html (last reviewed Oct. 30, 2020).

49. 29 C.F.R. §1910.1028(c)(1) (2012).
50. Id.
51. Hilpert et al., supra note 16.
52. Hilpert et al., supra note 40.
53. Jean D. Brender et al., Residential Proximity to Environmental Hazards 

and Adverse Health Outcomes, 101 A>. J. P9?. H1.82@ S9AA81>1/2 
S37 (2011), available at https://ajph.aphapublications.org/doi/10.2105/
AJPH.2011.300183.

54. Christoph Ste#en et al., Acute Childhood Leukaemia and Environmental Ex-
posure to Potential Sources of Benzene and Other Hydrocarbons: A Case-Control 
Study, 61 O009A.247/.8 6 E/5’2 M1;. 773 (2004), available at https://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1763669/pdf/v061p00773.pdf.

55. Jessica L. Barrington-Trimis et al., Trends in Childhood Leukemia Incidence 
Over Two Decades From 1992-2013, 140 I/2’8 J. C./013 1000 (2017), 
available at https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5550103/.

found to be at elevated risk of contracting cancer.$% A study 
of female gas station workers indicated that exposure to 
gasoline vapors was associated with menstrual and hor-
monal disorders.$'

Gas station workers can be exposed to concentrations of 
benzene up to .23 ppm for many hours in a week$(—more 
than double the NIOSH safe level of .1 ppm over a 10-hour 
day. &is is of particular concern in Oregon and New Jersey, 
where self-service of gasoline is prohibited and attendants 
pump gasoline for customers.$* Gas station customers also 
breathe in substantial volumes of gasoline vapors; a study 
measuring the breath of persons before and after refueling 
found a mean 18-fold increase in breath benzene levels.%+

A Canadian study found benzene at the boundaries of 
service stations 1.4 times higher than NIOSH safe levels in 
summer and 4.61 times higher in winter, with levels spik-
ing as high as 54 times safe levels.%, Another study found 
vapor concentrations three times NIOSH safe levels at resi-
dences within 30 meters of a gas station.%- A Spanish study 
found that gas stations can create unsafe vapor levels up to 
100 meters away. It recommended a minimum distance of 
50 meters between gas stations and housing, and a distance 
of 100 meters for facilities such as hospitals, schools, and 
retirement homes.%"

2. Exposure to Other Toxic Substances

&e other primary toxic substances in gasoline include tolu-
ene, ethylbenzene, and xylene, which also carry signi)cant 
health risks. Toluene is a solvent that naturally occurs in 
crude oil and that is added to gasoline along with benzene 
and xylene to improve octane ratings.%! It a#ects the ner-
vous system and is associated with cognitive impairment.%$

Breathing high levels of ethylbenzene for short periods 
can cause eye and throat irritation and dizziness.%% It has 
been shown to damage hearing and kidney function in 

56. Sunisa Chaiklieng et al., Risk Assessment on Benzene Exposure Among Gaso-
line Station Workers, 16 I/2’8 J. E/5’2 R1:. 6 P9?. H1.82@ 2545 (2019); 
Tanasorn Tunsaringkarn et al., Cancer Risk Analysis of Benzene, Formalde-
hyde, and Acetaldehyde on Gasoline Station Workers, J. E/5’2 E/B4/1134/B 
6 E0787B40.8 S04. (2012), https://www.academia.edu/8175058/Can-
cer_risk_analysis_of_benzene_formaldehyde_and_acetaldehyde_on_gaso-
line_station_workers.

57. Christopher E. Ekpenyong et al., E!ects of Gasoline Inhalation on Menstrual 
Characteristics and the Hormonal Pro"le of Female Petrol Pump Workers, 4 
J. E/5’2 P37210247/ 65 (2013), available at http://dx.doi.org/10.4236/
jep.2013.48A1009.

58. Id.
59. O3. R15. S2.2. §480.330 (2019); N.J. S2.2. A//. §34:3A-7 (2019).
60. Peter P. Egeghy et al., Environmental and Biological Monitoring of Ben-

zene During Self-Service Automobile Refueling, 108 E/5’2 H1.82@ P13:A. 
1195 (2000), available at https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/
PMC1240202/pdf/ehp0108-001195.pdf.

61. Gerald G. Akland, Exposure of the General Population to Gasoline, 6 E/5’2 
H1.82@ P13:A. S9AA81>1/2: 27 (1993), available at https://www.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1520004/pdf/envhper00383-0033.pdf.

62. Hilpert et al., supra note 40.
63. Gas Stations Pollute #eir Immediate Surroundings, Spanish Study Finds, 

S04. D.48=, Feb. 5, 2011, https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/ 
2011/02/110204130315.htm.

64. AB1/0= <73 T7C40 S9?:2./01: ./; D4:1.:1 R1B4:23=, U.S. D1A.32>1/2 
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animals.!" Xylene exposure at high levels can cause irrita-
tion of the skin, eyes, nose, and throat; di#culty in breath-
ing; impaired function of the lungs; delayed response to 
a visual stimulus; impaired memory; stomach discomfort; 
and possible changes in the liver and kidneys.!$ Animal 
research indicates that long-term inhalation exposure of 
xylene at low levels can cause nervous system e%ects.!&

C. Atmospheric Carbon Pollution

Gas stations are the last link in the supply chain connecting 
the oil 'eld and internal combustion engine (ICE) vehi-
cles."( ICE vehicles produce CO2 at the rate of 20 pounds 
of CO2 per gallon of gasoline burned.")

*e transportation sector is the largest source of CO2 
emissions in the United States,"+ with gasoline and diesel 
responsible for 77% of those emissions.", In 2019, about 
142 billion gallons of gasoline were consumed in the 
United States, an average of about 390 million gallons per 
day."- Gasoline and diesel use accounted for 1,091 million 
metric tons of CO2 equivalent, or roughly 21% of U.S. 
energy-related carbon emissions.". *e average U.S. driver 
purchases 522 gallons of gasoline every year."!

D. Negative Equity and Social Justice Impacts

A study of leaking USTs in South Carolina found that 
African Americans and poor people there are signi'cantly 
more likely to live close to a leaking UST."" Another study 
found that majority-Black neighborhoods are 44% more 
likely to be located near a gas station than those with small 
Black populations."$ People living close to a gas station are 

67. Id.
68. A/0123 456 T5782 S9:;<=120; =1> D8;0=;0 R0/8;<63, U.S. D0?=6<@01< 

54 H0=A<B =1> H9@=1 S06C820;, P9:A82 H0=A<B S<=<0@01<: X3A010, 
CAS#1330-20-7 (2007), https://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/ToxPro'les/tp71-c1-b.
pdf.

69. Id.
70. U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), Weather and Other Events 

Can Cause Disruptions to Gasoline Infrastructure and Supply, T5>=3 81 E106-
/3, Feb. 1, 2013, https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=9811.

71. FuelEconomy.gov, How Can a Gallon of Gasoline Produce 20 Pounds of Car-
bon Dioxide?, https://www.fueleconomy.gov/feg/contentIncludes/co2_inc.
htm (last visited Nov. 9, 2020).

72. EIA, Frequently Asked Questions (FAQS): How Much of U.S. Carbon Dioxide 
Emissions Are Associated With Electricity Generation?, https://www.eia.gov/
tools/faqs/faq.php?id=77&t=11 (last updated May 26, 2020).

73. EIA, Use of Energy Explained: Energy Use for Transportation, https://www.
eia.gov/energyexplained/use-of-energy/transportation.php (last updated 
June 2, 2020).

74. EIA, Frequently Asked Questions (FAQS): How Much Gasoline Does the 
United States Consume?, https://www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/faq.php?id=23 (last 
updated Sept. 4, 2020).

75. EIA, Frequently Asked Questions (FAQS): How Much Carbon Dioxide Is Pro-
duced From U.S. Gasoline and Diesel Fuel Consumption?, https://www.eia.
gov/tools/faqs/faq.php?id=307 (last updated May 20, 2020).

76. NACS, C51C0180120 S<560; K00? D68C06; F90A0>, https://www.conve-
nience.org/Topics/Fuels/Documents/USDrivers_infographic.pdf.

77. Sacoby Wilson et al., Leaking Underground Storage Tanks and Environmental 
Injustice: Is !ere a Hidden and Unequal !reat to Public Health in South 
Carolina?, 6 E1C’< J9;<. 175 (2013), available at https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/pmc/articles/PMC3980862/.
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TB0 C=;0 54 R0;8>01<8=A P65?06<3 4 (2018), http://btbcoalition.org/

at higher risk for pollution exposure."& Proximity to gas sta-
tions in Black neighborhoods has a strongly negative e%ect 
on property values, which in turn restricts upward income 
mobility for Black children.$(

E. Other Harms of Gas Stations

1. Sale of Unhealthful Products in Associated 
Convenience Stores

Convenience stores, 80% of which sell gasoline, are distri-
bution platforms for many unhealthful products.

   ❑ Tobacco and vaping products. Seventy-one percent of 
cigarettes are sold through convenience stores.81 Cigarettes 
accounted for about 27% of all in-store sales.82 *e sale of 
vaping products, cigars, papers, and other non-cigarette to-
bacco products in convenience stores rose 27% in 2019 
relative to 2018.83 Cigarette smoking causes more than 
480,000 deaths each year in the United States, nearly one 
in 've deaths.84

   ❑ Sugary drinks. Sodas, energy drinks, ice teas, and oth-
er packaged beverages are the principal in-store revenue 
source for convenience stores after tobacco.85 Fifty-one per-
cent of Americans purchase a beverage at a gas station every 
week, with 20% doing so daily.86 Sodas and other sugary 
drinks are strongly associated with obesity, type 2 diabe-
tes, heart disease, gout, poor bone health, and premature 
death.87 Energy drinks are associated with binge drinking, 
and other adverse health e%ects in children, teenagers, and 
young adults.88

   ❑ Alcohol. Fifty-six percent of all beer not sold in bars 
and restaurants is sold in convenience stores.89 Twenty-
two states permitted convenience stores to sell liquor as of 

index%20page%20images/2018.11_Brookings-Metro_Devaluation-As-
sets-Black-Neighborhoods_'nal.pdf.

79. Brender et al., supra note 53, at S37-S52.
80. P0663 0< =A., supra note 78.
81. Melissa Kress, Data Highlights Important Relationship Between C-Stores & 

Tobacco, C51C0180120 S<560 N0F;, Feb. 12, 2019, https://csnews.com/
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82. C51C0180120 S<560 N0F;, C51C0180120 S<560 N0F; I1>9;<63 
R0?56< 2020: L8<<A0 T8@0 <5 C0A0:6=<0 (2020) [hereinafter L8<<A0 
T8@0 <5 C0A0:6=<0], https://csnews.com/convenience-store-news- 
industry-report-2020-little-time-celebrate.
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84. CDC, Health E"ects of Cigarette Smoking, https://www.cdc.gov/tobacco/

data_statistics/fact_sheets/health_e%ects/e%ects_cig_smoking/index.htm 
(last reviewed Apr. 28, 2020).

85. L8<<A0 T8@0 <5 C0A0:6=<0, supra note 82.
86. Beth Newhart, Convenience Store Beverage Purchases Rise in the U.S., 

B0C06=/0 D=8A3, Aug. 1, 2019, https://www.beveragedaily.com/
Article/2019/08/01/C-store-drink-consumption-is-up-20-of-Americans- 
shop-daily.

87. Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health, Sugary Drinks, https://www.
hsph.harvard.edu/nutritionsource/healthy-drinks/sugary-drinks/ (last vis-
ited Nov. 9, 2020).

88. National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health, Energy Drinks, 
https://www.nccih.nih.gov/health/energy-drinks (last updated July 2018).

89. Terri Allan, Chugging Along, NACS M=/., Oct. 2019, https://www.nacs-
magazine.com/issues/october-2019/chugging-along.
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2018.90 A high density of alcohol outlets, particularly those 
that sell alcohol late at night, as many gas stations do, is 
also associated with disorderly conduct, noise, neighbor-
hood disruption, public nuisance, and property damage in 
nearby neighborhoods.91

Excessive alcohol use is responsible for 88,000 deaths in 
the United States annually, and one in 10 deaths among 
adults aged 20-64. In 2010, it cost the United States $249 
billion in health care and related costs.92

   ❑ Displacement of healthy food sources. Less than 5% of 
convenience store sales are edible groceries.93 Low-income 
zip codes have 30% more convenience stores and 25% 
fewer chain supermarkets than middle-income zip codes.!" 
Schools located in low-income neighborhoods or commu-
nities of color are more likely to have at least one conve-
nience store nearby.95 Proximity of convenience stores is 
associated with lower fruit and vegetable intake.96 People 
with access only to convenience stores and not supermar-
kets have the highest rates of obesity (32%-40%) and ex-
cess weight (73%-78%).97

2. Crime

Convenience store employees’ rate of death by workplace 
homicide is second only to that of taxicab drivers.!# Conve-
nience store robberies account for approximately 6% of all 
robberies reported to police.!!

3. Blight

Gas stations have also been blamed for blight, negative 
alteration of community character, and noise.$%% Jane 
Jacobs, in her urban planning classic !e Death and Life of 

90. Peter Callaghan, Hearing O"ers Snapshot of Next Battle Over Minnesota’s 
Liquor Laws: Selling Booze in Grocery Stores, M&''P()*, May 16, 2018, 
https://www.minnpost.com/politics-policy/2018/05/hearing-o+ers-snap-
shot-next-battle-over-minnesotas-liquor-laws-selling-booz/.

91. CDC, G,&-. /(0 M.1),0&'2 A34(5(3 O,*3.* D.')&*6 (2017), https://
www.cdc.gov/alcohol/pdfs/CDC-Guide-for-Measuring-Alcohol-Outlet-
Density.pdf; Shelley Ross Saxer, Down With Demon Drink: Strategies for 
Resolving Liquor Outlet Overconcentration in Urban Areas, 35 S1'*1 C3101 
L. R.7. 123 (1994); NACS, Convenience Media Unite to Combat Human 
Tra#cking, C('7.'&.'4. S*(0. N.8), Jan. 4, 2019, https://csnews.com/
nacs-convenience-media-unite-combat-human-tra9cking; Robert A. Hahn 
et al., E"ectiveness of Policies Restricting Hours of Alcohol Sales in Preventing 
Excessive Alcohol Consumption and Related Harms, 39 A:. J. P0.7.'*&7. 
M.-. 590 (2010), available at https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/
PMC3712516/.

92. CDC National Center for Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promo-
tion, Excessive Alcohol Use, https://www.cdc.gov/chronicdisease/resources/
publications/factsheets/alcohol.htm (last reviewed Sept. 21, 2020).

93. L&**3. T&:. *( C.3.;01*., supra note 82.
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H.13*56 F((- 1'- W56 I* M1**.0) (2010), http://thefoodtrust.org/
uploads/media_items/grocerygap.original.pdf.
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98. A3&4&1 A3*&?&( = D&1'1 Y(0<, U.S. D.>10*:.'* (/ J,)*&4., R(;;.06 (/ 

C('7.'&.'4. S*(0.) (2007), https://popcenter.asu.edu/sites/default/@les/
sites/default/@les/problems/pdfs/convenience_store_robbery.pdf.

99. Id.
100. Community and Environmental Defense Services, Gas Stations & Conve-

nience Stores, https://ceds.org/gasstation/ (last visited Nov. 9, 2020).

Great American Cities, termed them “a powerful and insis-
tent instrument of city destruction.”$%$

II. Gas Station Industry Trends

E+ective modernization of gas station regulation requires 
understanding the many trends and challenges facing the 
industry. Ais part explores the competitive dynamics of 
gasoline retailing, provides a glimpse into the convenience 
stores that are operated in conjunction with 80% of gas 
stations, and examines the lingering problems of aging and 
leaking USTs and abandoned gas stations. It also explores 
the rising challenges posed by EVs and the climate crisis.

A. Fewer Gas Stations Are Selling More Gasoline

Ae number of gas stations in the United States decreased 
from 250,000 in 1976 to roughly 130,000 by 2018.$%B In 
2015, the decline leveled o+,$%C with the building of new gas 
stations in some areas o+set by declines in other areas.$%" 
Particularly in high-cost urban markets, rising land val-
ues are reducing the number of gas stations. Ae number 
of gas stations in San Francisco declined by 40% between 
2007 and 2017,$%D and in Manhattan, they declined 60% 
between 2008 and 2017.$%E

Despite the decline, the United States still has more 
than twice the per capita number of gas stations as the 
European Union. Ae United States has one gas station 
for every 2,524 people and 1,928 cars.$%F Ae European 

101. J1'. J14(;), T5. D.1*5 1'- L&/. (/ G0.1* A:.0&41' C&*&.) 338 
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103. Je+ Lenard, !e 2020 NACS Consumer Fuels Survey, NACS M12., Mar. 
2020, https://www.nacsmagazine.com/issues/march-2020/2020-nacs-con-
sumer-fuels-survey; Ronda Kaysen, A Clean New Life for Grimy Gas Sta-
tions, N.Y. T&:.), July 10, 2012, https://www.nytimes.com/2012/07/11/
realestate/commercial/a-clean-new-life-for-grimy-gas-stations.html; NACS, 
U.S. Convenience Store Count, https://www.convenience.org/Research/Fact-
Sheets/ScopeofIndustry/IndustryStoreCount (last visited Nov. 9, 2020).

104. See, e.g., Judy Smestad-Nunn, New Stores Under Construction, J.0).6 S5(0. 
O'3&'., July 20, 2020, https://www.jerseyshoreonline.com/brick/new-
stores-under-construction/; Rebecca Sitzes, Murphy Gas Station in the Works 
for Shelby, G1)*(' G1?.**., July 31, 2020, https://www.gastongazette.
com/news/20200731/marathon-gas-station-in-works-for-shelby; Shea La-
zansky, Several New Oswego Businesses Eye Fall Openings, K.'-133 C(,'*6 
N(8, July 24, 2020, https://www.kendallcountynow.com/2020/07/17/
several-new-oswego-businesses-eye-fall-openings/awxcdmu/; Nathalie Gra-
ham, Hey Seattle, Where Are All of Your Gas Stations?, S*01'2.0, Aug. 29, 
2018, https://www.thestranger.com/news/2018/08/29/31438154/gas-sta-
tions-in-seattle-are-disappearing; NACS, supra note 103.

105. Michael Buhr, Gas Stations Will Disappear Sooner !an You !ink, H&33, 
Oct. 1, 2017, https://thehill.com/opinion/technology/352884-gas-stations- 
will-disappear-sooner-than-you-think.

106. Id.; With Gas Station’s Closing, a Fuel Desert Expands in Manhattan, N.Y. 
T&:.), Apr. 16, 2016, https://www.nytimes.com/2016/04/16/nyregion/a-
gas-station-closes-in-soho-making-lower-manhattan-a-gasoline-desert.
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107. See Bureau of Transportation Statistics, Number of U.S. Aircraft, Vehicles, 
Vessels, and Other Conveyances, https://www.bts.gov/content/number-us-
aircraft-vehicles-vessels-and-other-conveyances (last visited Nov. 30, 2020); 
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Union has one gas station for every 6,686 residents and 
3,492 cars.!"#

Gas stations are a low-density use of land, typically 
housing only gas pumps, a convenience store, and many 
parking spaces. As land values and the density of sur-
rounding properties in urban areas increase, the highest 
and best use of land tends toward dense, multistory struc-
tures. Gas stations are unable to increase their density 
because gas pumps must be open to the air. Meanwhile, 
property taxes increase as assessed land values rise. In 
some cases, urban gas stations can raise the price of gaso-
line to meet these higher costs, but such cost increases are 
constrained by competition from other gas stations and 
non-gasoline-dependent modes of travel.!"$

Despite the decreasing number of gas stations, sales of 
gasoline increased 50% from 1975 to 2005, and then pla-
teaued until COVID-19 led to a dip in gasoline consump-
tion in 2020.!!"

108. See F%&'(E%)*+&, S,-,.(,./-' R&+*), (2019), https://www.fuelseurope.
eu/wp-content/uploads/FuelsEurope-Statistical-Report-2019-2.pdf; Euro-
pean Automobile Manufacturers Association, Vehicles in Use, https://www.
acea.be/statistics/tag/category/vehicles-in-use#:~:text=0ere%20are%20
some%20308.3%20million,one%20for%20every%20two%20European 
(last visited Nov. 30, 2020); European Union, Living in the EU, https://eu-
ropa.eu/european-union/about-eu/1gures/living_en#size-and-population 
(last visited Nov. 30, 2020).

109. William P. Nowak & Ian Savage, !e Cross Elasticity Between Gasoline Prices 
and Transit Use: Evidence From Chicago, 20 T)-2(+*), P*'’3 38 (2013).

110. EIA, Petroleum & Other Liquids: Series History, https://www.eia.gov/dnav/
pet/pet_cons_psup_a_EPM0F_VPP_mbbl_a.htm (last released Oct. 30, 

B. Gas Station Ownership Is Consolidating and 
Oil Companies Divesting

Consolidation in the gas station/convenience store indus-
try is accelerating, as well-capitalized owners of large 
chains enter the market and small businesses exit.!!! 
While single-store owners constitute 58% of convenience 
store gas operations, 30% are now owned by operators 
of more than 50 locations.!!4 Warehouse stores such as 
Costco are taking increasing market share, fueled by their 
ability to sell large volumes at prices nearly 10% below 
other retailers.!!5 Since the 1980s, oil majors have largely 
divested from direct ownership of gas stations, with the 
exception of a few gas stations operated with higher-end 
convenience stores.!!6

Ownership of the land that a gas station sits on is often 
distinct from the ownership of the gas station. In many 
cases, the gas station/convenience store operator leases 
from a third-party landowner who is often also a petroleum 
distributor.!!7 Gas station lease agreements can lock station 
operators into long-term gasoline purchasing contracts.!!8

C. Gas Stations Are Increasingly Operated 
With Convenience Stores

Beginning in the 1970s, convenience stores began to dis-
place auto repair shops as the complementary business 
operated alongside gas stations. In 1980, 16% of all gas 
stations were operated with convenience stores, rising to 
80% by 2019.!!9 Gas station/convenience store combina-
tions account for 80% of all gasoline sales.!!# Large retailers 
such as Costco sell most of the rest.!!$

0e customer base for convenience stores is predomi-
nantly lower-income, with 40% of convenience store cus-
tomers coming from households earning less than $29,000 

2020); EIA, Short-Term Energy Outlook, https://www.eia.gov/outlooks/steo/ 
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115. See, e.g., Mark E. Battersby, Rewards for Owning the Building, CS,*)& D&-
/.(.*2(, Sept. 11, 2014, https://cstoredecisions.com/2014/09/11/rewards-
owning-building/. 0e authors were not able to 1nd reliable statistics on 
the percentage of gas station operators that own the land their gas station 
rests on.

116. Bra=, supra note 5.
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(Johns Hopkins Univ. Press, 1994).
118. Robert Ferris, America’s Gas Stations and Convenience Stores Grapple With 

an Uncertain Future, CNBC, Mar. 18, 2020, https://www.cnbc.com/ 
2020/03/18/americas-gas-stations-and-convenience-stores-grapple-with-an- 
uncertain-future.html.

119. S-2,- B-)B-)- C*%2,3 2018 MVFF A22%-' R&+*), (2019), avail-
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Figure 3. Map of Seattle Gas Stations

Source: Matthew Metz.
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per year, and 72% from households earning $70,000 or 
less.!"# $e average land parcel for a convenience store/gas 
station nationally is 27,900 square feet (.64 acres),!"! enough 
to accommodate about 15 three-story rowhouses.!""

In 2018, the average convenience store employee made 
$10.74 per hour.!"% Convenience store employee annual 
turnover was 118%—double the 59% turnover rate for 
all retail.!"& Only 34% of all new convenience store hires 
lasted 90 days on the job.!"' $e convenience store industry 
employs 2.36 million people.!"(

Convenience stores increasingly )nd themselves in 
competition with dollar stores, which are proliferating 
especially in lower-income communities.!"* Additional 
competition comes from new mobile fueling companies 
that deploy tanker trucks to )ll cars with gasoline at large 
employers and in other parking lots, thereby allowing con-
sumers to fuel while avoiding gas stations altogether.!"+

D. USTs Are Aging and Difficult to Insure 
on Private Markets

Roughly one-half of USTs and piping systems now in use 
are either past their 25 to 30-year useful life, or are only 
single-walled rather than the current double-walled stan-
dard.!", A 2015 study found that the average age of USTs 
was 22.6 years and one-third of the piping was older than 
20 years.!%# Given the wave of UST replacements that 
occurred in the early 1990s, the number of USTs past 
their useful age is likely to continue increasing. $e odds 
of USTs leaking rise sharply as they age.!%! Modern fuel 
blends can accelerate tank failure. For example, ethanol, a 
common additive to gasoline, is known to accelerate deg-
radation of )berglass USTs.!%"

$ere are no uniform criteria for assessing the risk of 
release from USTs and piping systems.!%% Although the 

120. Blasinsky, supra note 111.
121. Liam O’Connell, Average Area of Convenience Stores in the United States 

in 2019, S-.-/0-., June 15, 2020, https://www.statista.com/statistics/ 
1016023/convenience-store-square-footage-us/.

122. John G. Ellis, Explaining Residential Density, 16 P1.230 34 (2004), avail-
able at https://placesjournal.org/assets/legacy/pdfs/explaining-residential-
density.pdf.

123. Blasinsky, supra note 111.
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125. Id.
126. Marianne Wilson, Convenience Stores Getting Bigger; Building, Operating Costs 

Going Up, C4./5 S-673 A83, Apr. 3, 2019, https://chainstoreage.com/store- 
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127. Tammy Mastroberte, How C-Stores Can Play Defense Against Dollar 
Stores, C65935/3523 S-673 N3:0, Jan. 9, 2020, https://csnews.com/
how-c-stores-can-play-defense-against-dollar-stores.

128. Monica Nickelsburg, Washington State Authorizes Mobile Fueling; Legisla-
tors Call It “Timely” as Residents Practice Social Distancing, G33;W/73, Mar. 
20, 2020, https://www.geekwire.com/2020/washington-state-authorizes-
mobile-fueling-legislator-calls-timely-residents-practice-social-distancing/.
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Final.pdf.
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132. A8/58 T.5;0 W67;876<=, supra note 129, at 8-9.
133. Id. at 9-10.

2005 Energy Policy Act required states to report on the 
“source and cause” of leaks, states have not complied with 
the requirement, and there remains considerable doubt as 
to the cause of most UST leaks.!%& Two studies suggest that 
piping, joints, connectors, gaskets, and dispensers are more 
likely to leak than the USTs.!%'

In a 2019 routine inspection of 7,076 California UST 
facilities, 69% were found to have priority violations of 
UST rules, and a total of 13,373 such priority violations 
were found.!%( Priority violations include such practices as 
falsi)cation, unsafe UST operation, and failure to record 
unauthorized releases.!%*

$e U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
requires that owners or operators of USTs provide adequate 
assurance of )nancial responsibility.!%+ $is requirement is 
generally met by private insurance or by insurance through 
a state insurance fund.!%, $irty-six states presently pro-
vide UST insurance to gas stations.!&# At least four of these 

134. Id.
135. Id.
136. C.1/>675/. W.-37 B6.7?0, supra note 28.
137. Id.
138. 40 C.F.R. §§280.90-.115 (2019) (Subpart H, Financial Responsibility).
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ance_FINAL.pdf; A0062/.-/65 6> S-.-3 .5? T377/-67/.1 S61/? W.0-3 
M.5.83@35- O>>/2/.10, 2019 S-.-3 F<5? S<793A tbl.1 (2020), http://
astswmo.org/)les/Policies_and_Publications/Tanks/2019_State_Funds_
Survey/2019-Table-1.pdf.
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2/.10, 2019 S-.-3 F<5? S<793A summary tbl. (2020), http://astswmo.org/
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summary-table.pdf.

Figure 4. UST Removal

Source: Matthew Metz.
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funds have claims exceeding the fund balance.!"! State 
insurance funds paid an average of $152,000 per release in 
2019.!"# Outstanding claims on state funds increased from 
$160 million in 2015 to $354 million in 2019.

Private insurers are reluctant to insure USTs over 20 
years old.!"$ For older tank systems, deductibles can reach 
$50,000 or more per claim.!""

E. Sales and Redevelopment of Gas Station 
Properties Are Hindered by Contamination

Gas station properties are often di%cult to transfer because 
of concerns about petroleum contamination of the soil.!"& 
Contamination at gas stations is very common.!"' A survey 
of 109 gas stations in Seattle identi(ed 74 with a docu-
mented history of contamination.!") In Long Island, New 
York, 32 of 52 gas stations surveyed were found to have 
previously unidenti(ed petroleum spills.!"* Because small 
spills caused by consumer fueling are also very common,!"+ 
and because some of those spills pass through the concrete 
pad into the soil below,!&, it is likely that virtually all gas 
stations have at least some contaminated soil.

-e gas station sales process often triggers prepurchase 
assessment of site contamination.!&! Banks often require as 
a condition of (nancing that prospective purchasers of gas 
station properties conduct Phase I and Phase II environ-
mental site assessments.!&# A Phase I assessment includes a 
site inspection, record review, and review of surrounding 
areas.!&$ A Phase II assessment involves taking soil samples 
from the areas around the USTs, piping system, and fuel 
dispensers to determine if contamination has occurred. 
However, because the (ndings of a Phase II assessment are 
limited to the areas sampled, they often fail to disclose the 
full scope of contamination and cost of cleanup.

Often, gas station site owners are reluctant to try to 
sell gas stations because of the likelihood of contamina-
tion, uncertainty as to the scope and cost of cleanup, and 
the discount that risk-averse buyers will seek. Additionally, 
negative Phase II (ndings can stigmatize a property, and 
even cause a shutdown or forced cleanup of the gas station 

141. Id.
142. Id.
143. Parker Bunbury, !e Problem With Storage Tanks: What You Need to Know to 

Own or Operate, W../0122S34560, Aug. 8, 2019, https://woodru7sawyer.
com/property-casualty/storage-tank-problems/.

144. M389:, supra note 13.
145. Kaysen, supra note 103.
146. A survey of 52 gas stations in Long Island found 32 of them to have previ-

ously unidenti(ed petroleum spills. Matt Mabe, 32 Gas Stations in Report 
Show Spillage Signs, N.Y. T9;6:, Apr. 27, 2008, https://www.nytimes.
com/2008/04/27/nyregion/nyregionspecial2/27mtbeli.html.

147. Metz, supra note 15.
148. Mabe, supra note 146.
149. Hilpert et al., supra note 18.
150. Id.
151. Don’t Let Due Diligence Missteps Tank Your Next Gas Station Purchase, PM 

E8<’=, Mar. 19, 2018, https://www.pmenv.com/articles/don%E2%80%99t-
let-due-diligence-missteps-tank-your-next-gas-station-purchase.

152. Joseph Philip Forte, Environmental Due Diligence: A Guide to Liability Risk 
Management in Commercial Real Estate Transactions, 5 F.0/>3; E8<’= L. 
R6<. 349 (2011).

153. Id.

if an active spill is identi(ed. By the same token, many real 
estate developers avoid purchasing gas station sites because 
of the fear of an expensive cleanup.!&"

Gas station property owners are thus incentivized to 
maintain the status quo by operating or leasing the station 
with existing (and often aging) tanks and piping. Many 
states allow “natural attenuation” of contaminated soil 
and groundwater, whereby site owners are only required to 
monitor and wait for groundwater, volatilization, bacteria, 
and other natural processes to slowly carry away or lower 
the levels of contaminants in the soil, thereby reducing or 
eliminating the need for an active cleanup.!&&

In urban areas with rising property values, site owners 
are incentivized to delay selling and wait for appreciation 
of their land. All of these factors favor the survival of “zom-
bie” gas stations—polluting and contaminated gas stations 
that continue operating long after economic and land use 
changes would ordinarily dictate their replacement.

F. Advocacy Against New Gas Stations 
Is Emerging

In recent years, climate advocates have been organiz-
ing, often successfully, against the permitting of new gas 
stations. In Hayward, California, a proposal to build a 
24-pump gas station as part of an existing Costco was 
rejected in July 2020.!&' One council member who voted 
against the proposal said it ran against the city’s goals 
to promote environmentally friendly projects.!&) Also in 
California, residents of Tustin have mobilized to block 
construction of a new gas station in the Tustin Ranch 
neighborhood, arguing that the harms to tra%c ?ow and 
air quality are not worth it for a region already served by 

154. Kaysen, supra note 103.
155. U.S. EPA, H38/@..A .2 G0.18/43=60 P0.=6B=9.8 38/ CC6381D P.C-

9B96: 2.0 RCRA C.006B=9<6 AB=9.8 (2004) (EPA530-R-04-030), https://
www.epa.gov/sites/production/(les/2017-02/documents/gwhb041404.pdf.

156. Peter Hegarty, Divided Hayward Council Rejects Costco Gas Station, M60-
B105 N64:, July 23, 2020, https://www.mercurynews.com/2020/07/22/
hayward-possible-service-station-at-costco-rejected/.

157. Id.

Figure 5. Prepurchase Soil Assessment

Source: Matthew Metz.
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plenty of other gas stations.!"# And in Charleston, South 
Carolina, residents successfully opposed two separate 
proposals for a new gas station in the historic West Ash-
ley neighborhood.!"$

G. EVs Are Challenging Gas Stations’ 
Core Business

EVs do not use gasoline and thus pose a major long-term 
challenge to gas stations. In 2019, about 2% of all new cars 
sold in the United States were EVs.!%& 'e Edison Elec-
tric Institute and Boston Consulting Group estimate that 
EVs will make up around 21% of annual new car sales by 
2030.!%! Bloomberg predicts EVs will reach 60% market 
share of vehicles in the United States by 2040.!%( Uber and 
Lyft, the leading ride-sharing companies in the United 
States, have announced that all vehicles on their platform 
will be electric by 2030.!%)

Regulation phasing out gasoline-powered vehicles could 
sharply accelerate EV adoption rates. Twenty countries and 
provinces have announced plans to phase out the sale of 
new gasoline vehicles by or before 2040.!%* Nearly a dozen 
countries (most of them in Europe) have announced a 
goal of phasing out gas car sales by or before 2035,!%" a 
goal matched in a plan released by Democrats  in the U.S. 
House of Representatives in 2020.!%% California Governor 
Newsom issued an executive order calling for an end to the 
sale of gasoline-powered cars by 2035, and other states are 
considering similar measures.!%+

158. Protect Tustin Ranch, Home Page, http://protecttustinranch.org/ (last vis-
ited Nov. 9, 2020).

159. Alexis Simmons, Gas Station Design Rejected for Old Piggly Wiggly Site, L,-. 
5 WCSC, Sept. 19, 2016, https://www.live5news.com/story/33132276/
gas-station-design-rejected-for-old-piggly-wiggly-site/.

160. FOTW #1124, March 9 2020: U.S. All-Electric Vehicle Sales Level O! in 
2019, DOE, Mar. 9, 2020, https://www.energy.gov/eere/vehicles/articles/
fotw-1124-march-9-2020-us-all-electric-vehicle-sales-level-2019.

161. A/01 C223.4 5 K.66.7 S89.:;.4, E/,<27 F2=7/0;,27 I7<;,;=;. 
:24 E6.8;4,8 I772-0;,27 5 E/,<27 E6.8;4,8 I7<;,;=;., E6.8;4,8 V.-
9,86. S06.< F24.80<; 07/ ;9. C904>,7> I7:40<;4=8;=4. R.?=,4./ 
T942=>9 2030 (2018), http://www.ehcar.net/library/rapport/rapport233.
pdf; Xavier Mosquet et al., Who Will Drive Electric Cars to the Tipping 
Point?, B2<;27 C27<=6;,7> G42=3, Jan. 2, 2020, https://www.bcg.com/
publications/2020/drive-electric-cars-to-the-tipping-point.

162. B6221@.4>NEF, supra note 9.
163. Tina Bellon, Lyft Promises Switch to 100% Electric Vehicles by 2030, R.=;.4<, 

June 17, 2020, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-lyft-electricvehicles/lyft-
promises-switch-to-100-electric-vehicles-by-2030-idUSKBN23O37R; An-
drew J. Hawkins, Uber Pledges to Shift to “100 Percent” Electric Vehicles by 2030, 
T9. V.4>., Sept. 8, 2020, https://www.theverge.com/2020/9/8/21427196/
uber-promise-100-percent-electric-vehicle-ev-2030.

164. Coltura, Gasoline Vehicle Phaseout Advances Around the World, https://www.
coltura.org/world-gasoline-phaseouts (last visited Nov. 9, 2020).

165. S07/40 W033.6924<;, I7;.470;,2706 C2=78,6 27 C6.07 T407<324;0-
;,27, T9. E7/ 2: ;9. R20/A A7 O-.4-,.B 2: C21@=<;,27-E7>,7. C04 
P90<.-O=; A772=78.1.7;< A842<< E=423. (2020), https://theicct.org/
sites/default/Cles/publications/Combustion-engine-phase-out-brieCng-may 
11.2020.pdf.

166. Anthony Adragna, Democrats Unveil Sweeping Plan to Tackle Climate Change, 
P26,;,82, June 30, 2020, https://www.politico.com/news/2020/06/30/
democrats-unveil-sweeping-plan-to-tackle-climate-change-345503.

167. Cal. Exec. Order No. N-79-20, supra note 10; see also supra note 11. For 
a comprehensive discussion of state-based eDorts to phase out gasoline-
powered vehicles, see Metz & London, infra note 252.

Some analysts believe that autonomous or self-driving 
vehicles will be all or mostly electric.!%# To the extent such 
vehicles gain market share, they could further accelerate 
the movement away from gasoline.!%$ 'e trend away from 
cars powered by gasoline will result in signiCcant cuts in 
gasoline use and will threaten the economic model on 
which gas stations rely.!+&

Some have proposed that gas stations transition to fuel-
ing electric cars.!+! 'ere is uncertainty around the extent 
to which gas stations will be able to make this transition. 
Currently, EV drivers do more than 80% of charging 
at home (using an ordinary household 110-volt electri-
cal outlet or a 240-volt outlet like that used for electric 
clothes dryers), where electricity is generally cheaper than 
that provided by public fast chargers.!+( EV charging is 
often available at workplaces as well—in many instances 
free of charge.!+)

Currently, even high-speed charging takes 30 minutes 
or more, and so it is often located in parking lots of busi-
nesses and restaurants where drivers can use that time 
for shopping or dining. However, as fast-charging times 
approach the time required to Cll up with gasoline, oDer-
ing EV charging may become an option for gas stations—
especially those located near highways. And already today, 
some gas stations in the United States and Europe are add-
ing EV charging.!+* Germany is requiring all gas stations 
to install EV.!+"

H. Abundance of Gas Stations Is Impacting 
Gasoline Price and Use

As noted above, the Unites States has twice the per cap-
ita number of gas stations as Europe. 'e United States 
has the highest per capita gasoline consumption in the 
world, at 1.15 gallons per day.!+% An analysis of the extent 

168. Chanan Bos, Self-Driving Gas Car—A Horse Led by a Carrot on a Stick?, 
C6.07T.897,80, July 13, 2019, https://cleantechnica.com/2019/07/13/
self-driving-gas-car-this-is-why-elon-musk-calls-it-a-horse/.

169. Andrew Slaughter & 'omas Shattuck, Your Mileage May Vary: "e Fu-
ture of Mobility and the Downsizing of U.S. Gasoline Demand, D.62,;;. 
I7<,>9;<, Nov. 15, 2016, https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/focus/
future-of-mobility/impact-on-transportation-fuel-gasoline-demand.html.

170. Id.
171. Brittany Chang, A Maryland Gas Station Became the First EV Charging 

Station in the U.S. "at Converted From Selling Oil—Here’s How It’s Do-
ing, B=<. I7<,/.4, Jan. 24, 2020, https://www.businessinsider.com/
gas-station-ditched-oil-Crst-electric-vehicle-charging-station-2019-10.

172. DOE OEce of Energy EEciency and Renewable Energy, Charging at 
Home, https://www.energy.gov/eere/electricvehicles/charging-home (last 
visited Nov. 9, 2020).

173. Donna Marbury, Electric Vehicle Charging: Creating a Workplace Charg-
ing Plan of Action, S104; C26=1@=<, Oct. 2, 2020, https://smart.colum 
bus.gov/playbook-assets/electric-vehicle-charging/creating-a-workplace- 
charging-plan-of-action.

174. Fred Lambert, Chevron Starts Deploying EV Charging Stations at Its Gas Sta-
tions, E6.8;4.F, May 20, 2019, https://electrek.co/2019/05/20/chevron-
ev-charging-gas-stations/; Roddy Scheer & Doug Moss, Shell, BP, Chevron 
O!er EV Charging at Select Stations, E04;9T06F, Sept. 3, 2020, https://
emagazine.com/oil-companies-and-evs.

175. Christoph Steitz & Edward Taylor, Germany Will Require All Petrol Stations 
to Provide Electric Car Charging, R.=;.4<, June 4, 2020.

176. Gasoline Consumption Per Capita Around the World, G62@06P.;426P4,8.<.
C21, Aug. 4, 2016, https://www.globalpetrolprices.com/articles/52/.
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to which its relatively abundant gas stations drive higher 
gasoline consumption has not been published.

However, analogies can be made to other products. 
For instance, a causal link has been found between the 
increased availability of fast food outlets and greater con-
sumption of fast food.!"" Many studies have found that 
alcohol consumption grows along with the number of 
alcohol outlets in a neighborhood.!"#

Gas stations’ ubiquitous presence and highly visible 
signage are frequent reminders of gasoline’s availability. 
A study found that alcohol advertising in$uences con-
sumption and can diminish the impact of public health 
guidelines advising moderation.!"% Similarly, the ubiquity 
and high visibility of gas stations may help create norms 
encouraging gasoline consumption, and diminish the 
impact of messaging concerning the urgency of transi-
tioning away from fossil fuel use.

&e pervasiveness of gas stations, especially those oper-
ated by independent retailers, tends to lower the price of 
gasoline.!#' Increases in the price of gasoline lower gaso-
line consumption and encourage adoption of more fuel-
e(cient vehicles.!#!

I. Gas Station Abandonment Is Common 
and Expensive

EPA estimates that about one-half of the 450,000 
brown)eld sites in the United States are contaminated 
by petroleum, largely from leaking USTs at abandoned 
gas stations.!#*

&e cleanup of abandoned gas stations can be a heavy 
burden on state budgets. For instance, Kiel Bros. Oil 
Co., owned in part by the family of Vice President Mike 
Pence, operated a chain of more than 200 gas stations in 
Illinois, Indiana, and Kentucky.!#+ In 2004, the company 

177. Mark D. Jekanowski et al., Convenience, Accessibility, and the Demand for 
Fast Food, 26 J. A,-./. 0 R12. E/34. 58 (2001), available at https://agecon-
search.umn.edu/record/31162.

178. Carla A. Campbell et al., !e E"ectiveness of Limiting Alcohol Outlet Density 
as a Means of Reducing Excessive Alcohol Consumption and Alcohol-Related 
Harms, 37 A5. J. P-16147.61 M18. 556 (2009), available at https://www.
thecommunityguide.org/sites/default/)les/publications/Alcohol-AJPM-
evrev-outlet-density.pdf.

179. M9-: P177./-1; 17 9<., A</3=3< A861-7.2.4, 948 P>?<./ H19<7=: 
S@2715 P1-2A1/7.612 V1-2>2 N9--3; P1-2A1/7.612 (London School of 
Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, Working Paper, 2016), https://discovery. 
ucl.ac.uk/id/eprint/1524310/1/O%27Mara-Eves_FINAL%20VERSION 
%20Alcohol%20advertising%20and%20public%20health%2014th%20
July%202016.pdf.

180. Justine S. Hastings, Vertical Relationships and Competition in Retail Gasoline 
Markets: Empirical Evidence From Contract Changes in Southern California, 
94 A5. E/34. R16. 317 (2004), available at https://pubs.aeaweb.org/doi/
pdf/10.1257/000282804322970823.

181. W1.;1. L.>, M381<<.4, G923<.41 D15948 .4 7=1 U4.718 S79712: A 
F<1B.?<1 S15.A9-9517-./ AAA-39/= (State University of New York at 
Binghamton, Working Paper, 2011), http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/
download?doi=10.1.1.363.1203&rep=rep1&type=pdf; Arie Beresteanu & 
Shanjun Li, Gasoline Prices, Government Support, and the Demand for Hybrid 
Vehicles in the United States, 52 I47’< E/34. R16. 161 (2011), available at 
http://li.dyson.cornell.edu/pdf/IER_2011.pdf.

182. U.S. EPA, Underground Storage Tanks (USTs): Petroleum Brown#elds, https://
www.epa.gov/ust/petroleum-brown)elds (last updated July 15, 2020).

183. Brian Slodysko, Cleanup of Pence Family Gas Stations Cost Indiana More 
!an $20 Million, C=.. T-.?., July 14, 2018, https://www.chicagotribune.

went bankrupt, leaving behind more than 85 contami-
nated sites that leaked toxic chemicals into soil, streams, 
and wells.!#C As of 2018, the state of Indiana had spent 
more than $20 million cleaning up about 40 sites, and 
cleanups are still outstanding on the remainder of the 
company’s sites.!#D

Further waves of gas station abandonment are likely 
as accelerating EV penetration reduces gasoline demand, 
rendering gas stations increasingly obsolete.!#E One real 
estate expert estimates that 50% of gas stations will 
close by 2030, in signi)cant part due to the rise of the 
electric car.!#" Increased gasoline sales competition from 
large retailers such as Costco and Sam’s Club, mobile 
fueling, and convenience store competition from dollar 
stores will likely continue to drive some gas stations out 
of business. Meanwhile, gas station property owners will 
face environmental cleanups and declines in underlying 
property values.!##

III. Modernizing Gas Station Regulation

&e four emerging trends aFecting gas stations—the cli-
mate crisis, rise of EVs, aging of gas stations’ USTs, and 
growing understanding of the health risks of gas station 
pollution—require a new regulatory regime. Jurisdic-
tions that eFectively regulate gas stations will realize a 
shrinking, cleaner network of gas stations, reduce carbon 
and vehicle pollution, reduce taxpayer expenditure, and 
enhance public health. Jurisdictions that fail to address 
these trends will likely perpetuate the existing sprawl-
ing and ramshackle network of gas stations, experience 
more vehicle and carbon pollution, spend more money on 
cleanups, and achieve poorer public health outcomes.

&is part describes options for modernizing regula-
tion of gas stations. It proposes both stricter state and 
local enforcement of existing regulation and options for 
new regulations.

A. Requiring Upgrades of Obsolete USTs 
and Piping Systems

1. Federal and State Regulation of USTs

USTs are federally regulated pursuant to the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) and its imple-
menting regulations.!#% RCRA, like many other federal 
environmental statutes, employs a cooperative federalism 
approach. &e federal government creates and enforces 
UST regulations unless a state steps in with its own alter-

com/business/ct-pence-family-gas-stations-indiana-20180713-story.html.
184. Id.
185. Id.
186. Marc Dunec, 5 Questions: Electric Vehicles and the End of Gasoline Sta-

tions, R19< A22172 A86.21-, Dec. 1, 2019, https://irei.com/publications/
article/5-questions-electric-vehicles-end-gasoline-stations/.

187. Id.
188. Id.
189. 42 U.S.C. §§6991-6991(m), ELR S797. RCRA §§9001-9014; 40 C.F.R. 

pt. 280 (2019).
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native program.!"# State regulation of UST owners and 
operators can displace EPA authority if it is at least as 
stringent as EPA requirements covering release detection, 
prevention, and correction.!"! States are free to go beyond 
the federal rules and develop stricter regulation of USTs.!"$ 
Forty-seven states have UST regulations meeting the fed-
eral UST requirements.!"%

In 2015, EPA tightened regulations for USTs, going 
beyond the initial requirements of RCRA to match key 
portions of the Energy Policy Act of 2005.!"& 'e 2015 reg-
ulations require all new tanks and piping to have second-
ary containment, or double walls.!"( 'ey do not, however, 
impose such requirements on existing USTs, even if they 
are obsolete or beyond their recommended life.!")

2. Policy Option: Mandatory Replacement of 
Aging USTs

Mandated replacement of tanks with single walls and those 
beyond a certain age is a cost-e*ective means to reduce the 
biggest sources of gasoline pollution of soil and water. At 
least nine states of 38 polled in 2015 already impose at least 
a partial version of this policy.!"+ Connecticut requires that 
all USTs be replaced within 30 years of their installation. 
New Hampshire required that all single-walled USTs and 
piping be closed by 2015.!", Rhode Island began phasing 
out old single-walled USTs in 2017, with a requirement 
that they all be replaced by 2024.!"" California requires 
that single-walled USTs be removed by the end of 2025.$##

Many state regulators have not used their existing statu-
tory authority to regulate USTs to mandate replacement of 
single-walled or aged-out existing USTs and piping. In Wash-
ington State, for example, a statute$#! directs the Depart-

190. 42 U.S.C. §6991(e).
191. Id. §6991b(a) (de-ning scope of federal regulatory authority over USTs); id. 

§6991c(b)(1) (allowing for approval of state regulatory programs that “are 
no less stringent” than the corresponding federal law).

192. See U.S. EPA, State Underground Storage Tank (UST) Programs, https://
www.epa.gov/ust/state-underground-storage-tank-ust-programs (last up-
dated Oct. 19, 2020) (describing EPA approval for state programs that are 
“no less stringent than federal standards,” language that leaves room for 
states to go beyond the federal baseline).

193. Id.
194. 40 C.F.R. pts. 280 & 281 (2015); see also U.S. EPA, Revising Underground 

Storage Tank Regulation—Revisions to Existing Requirements and New Require-
ments for Secondary Containment and Operator Training; Final Rule, https://
www.epa.gov/ust/revising-underground-storage-tank-regulation-revisions-
existing-requirements-and-new (last updated Sept. 18, 2019); U.S. EPA, 
Secondary Containment for Underground Storage Tank Systems—2005 Energy 
Policy Act, https://www.epa.gov/ust/secondary-containment-underground-
storage-tank-systems-2005-energy-policy-act (last updated May 30, 2017).

195. 40 C.F.R. pts. 280 & 281 (2015).
196. See U.S. EPA, I./01.12343562 T5.1 F74.18 967 2015 U2:17;76<2: 

S3674;1 T42= R1><571.1238 (2015), https://www.epa.gov/sites/produc-
tion/-les/2015-09/documents/implementbrochure091515.pdf (outlining 
deadlines for compliance with various aspects of the 2015 UST regula-
tions, but not including a deadline by which all outdated tanks must be 
closed or upgraded).

197. A;52; T42=8 W67=;76</, supra note 129.
198. N.H. C6:1 A:.52. R. ENV-OR 408.05(c) (2020), https://www.des.

nh.gov/organization/commissioner/legal/rules/documents/env-or400.pdf.
199. R?6:1 I8042: D1/473.123 69 E2@5762.12340 M424;1.123, F4A3 

S?113: S52;01-W400 C068<71 D14:0521 (2017), http://www.dem.ri.gov/
programs/benviron/waste/pdf/ustfs-swcd.pdf.

200. S.B. 445, 2013/2014 Leg., Reg. Sess. (Cal. 2014).
201. W48?. R1@. C6:1 §70A.355.020 (2020).

ment of Ecology to enact statewide requirements for USTs 
“consistent with and no less stringent than the requirements 
in the federal regulations and the underground storage tank 
compliance act of 2005,” and to develop regulations upgrad-
ing existing UST systems.$#$ Despite the statutory direction, 
the Department of Ecology regulations do not yet require 
upgrades to double-walled tanks.$#%

3. Impact of Mandated UST Upgrades

Mandated UST upgrades of existing USTs to federal 
standards for new USTs will substantially reduce the risk 
of soil and water contamination. Further, removal and 
replacement of USTs generally requires soil sampling for 
petroleum around the tanks and piping after the USTs 
are pulled out of the ground,$#& a process that frequently 
uncovers gasoline contamination and can trigger a cleanup. 
In certain jurisdictions, such as in the city of Seattle, UST 
upgrades can also trigger requirements to install surface 
water retention and separation systems.$#(

Mandated UST upgrades thus force a reckoning upon gas 
stations—either spend the money to upgrade to modern USTs 
and clean up existing contamination or exit the business.

B. Requiring Cleanup of Gas Stations 
With Known Contamination

1. Federal and State Regulation of 
Contaminated Gas Stations

RCRA created a duty for owners and operators of USTs 
to report and clean up their spills.$#) Federal regulations 
implementing RCRA mandate investigation and cleanup 
of leaking USTs, and allow EPA (or a state acting pursuant 
to a delegation from EPA) to recover costs of cleanup from 
current and prior owners and operators of USTs.$#+

Under RCRA, states can enact programs governing 
cleanups of USTs.$#, Many state governments have the stat-
utory right to order cleanups of existing contamination or 
conduct the cleanup themselves and require the landowner 
and/or polluter to pay for it.$#" If the polluter fails to pay, 
the state agency can in many cases clean up the property 
and put a lien on the land to recoup the cost of the cleanup.

202. Energy Policy Act of 2005, Pub. L. No. 109-58, 119 Stat. 594 (tit. XV, 
subtit. B), 42 U.S.C. §§15801-16524; see also 430 I00. C6./. S343. A22. 
15/2(1)(b) (2020) (granting the OBce of the State Fire Marshal authority 
to “promulgate rules providing for the .C .C . revocation of permits” for gas 
stations that fail to comply with UST rules).

203. See W48?. A:.52. C6:1 ch. 173-360A (2020).
204. See, e.g., id. §§173-360A-0810, 173-360A-0730.
205. S143301 D1/473.123 69 C62837<A3562 42: I28/1A35628, C047595A4-

3562 S?113 967 BMP 10 F<1052; 43 D1:5A431: S3435628 (2016), https://
www.seattle.gov/Documents/Departments/SDCI/Codes/Clarification-
SheetAttachment2.pdf.

206. 42 U.S.C. §6991.
207. 40 C.F.R. §§280.50-.66 (2019).
208. 42 U.S.C. §§6991b et seq.; 40 C.F.R pt. 281 (2019).
209. RCRA does not provide for recovery of cleanup costs by private parties 

when cleanup has already been performed. Meghrig v. KFC W., Inc., 116 S. 
Ct. 1251, 1256, 26 ELR 20820 (1996).
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States often fail to exercise their regulatory powers, 
however.!"# $e Wallingford Shell station in Seattle dis-
cussed in the introduction has operated for more than 
10 years despite the gasoline spill underneath it leach-
ing benzene into the groundwater at 360 times the legal 
limit.!"" Seventy-four of 109 operating Seattle gas stations 
have a documented history of contamination of the soil 
or groundwater.!"!

Due to underfunding of agencies charged with clean-
ups, inadequate cleanup and insurance funds, and concern 
about the impact on small business, states often allow gas 
stations with signi%cant contamination to continue operat-
ing inde%nitely. $e analysis below reviews the authority of 
four states to order cleanups.

   ❑ Washington. In Washington, the state may investigate 
and conduct remedial actions of toxic sites, or require po-
tentially liable persons to do so.213 Property owners and 
persons responsible for site contamination are liable for 
the costs of cleanup.214 $e state has lien authority to re-
cover cleanup costs by placing a lien for cleanup costs on 
the property.215

   ❑ California. $e California Department of Toxic Sub-
stances Control administers the Site Remediation Account, 
which funds investigation, remediation, and maintenance 
of contaminated sites and sites suspected of contamination 
with hazardous material.216 $e state can recover costs in-
curred pursuant to a remedial action from liable parties.217 
Responsible parties include current owners/operators and 
the owner/operator at the time of a release.218

Responsible parties are strictly liable for cleanup costs. 
A liable party who establishes by a preponderance that it 
is only liable for a portion of the costs shall only be liable 
to pay that portion.!"& Costs recoverable from owners of 
property subject to or a'ected by the remedial action are 
secured by a lien on the property.!!# Cleanup actions are 
prioritized according to factors including current and his-
torical activities, site characteristics, hydrology, evidence of 
poor management of materials, and complaints.!!"

   ❑ Illinois. $e Illinois EPA operates the state’s Site In-
vestigation and Remedial Activities Program, which is re-
sponsible for investigation into and remediation of sites 
contaminated by hazardous material other than oil spills.222 

210. See, e.g., Brenda Flanagan, Toxic NJ: Cleanup Backlog, NJ S()*+,-.* 
N/01, Dec. 10, 2015, https://www.njtvonline.org/news/video/toxic-nj- 
cleanup-backlog/.

211. See supra the introduction.
212. Metz, supra note 15.
213. W21.. R/3. C)4/ §70A.305.030(1)(a)-(b) (2020).
214. Id. §70A.305.040(2).
215. Id. §70A.305.060.
216. C2+. H/2+*. 5 S26/*7 C)4/ §25337 (2020).
217. Id. §25360(a).
218. Id. §25323.5(a)(1).
219. Id. §89:;:.
220. Id. §25365.6(a).
221. California Water Boards, Site Cleanup Program (SCP): Resolution 92-49, 

https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/site_cleanup_pro-
gram/resolution_92_49.html (last updated June 11, 2018).

222. 415 I++. C)<(. S*2*. A==. 5/58.3(a) (2020).

When seeking recovery, the agency must prove that the 
person at issue is the proximate cause of the release. If 
more than one person is the proximate cause, neither is re-
sponsible for more than their share of the responsibility.223 
In addition to cost recovery, liable parties can be subject 
to civil penalties of up to $50,000, plus $10,000 per day 
of violation.224

   ❑ New Jersey. New Jersey’s Spill Compensation and Con-
trol Act covers releases of hazardous material into the 
ground as well as water.225 When a hazardous substance is 
discharged, the New Jersey Department of Environmental 
Protection may clean it up itself, contract with a third party 
to clean it up, or direct the discharger to clean it up. Any 
discharger who fails to comply will be liable for three times 
the cost of cleanup and removal.226

Liability extends to any person who actually discharged 
the hazardous substance as well as the owner/operator of 
a facility, without regard to fault, jointly and severally, for 
up to $50 million. $at monetary cap is removed and the 
owner/operator is responsible for the full cost of cleanup 
if it is shown that the release was the result of gross neg-
ligence or willful misconduct.!!> Until paid o', the debt 
owed by any liable party is secured by a lien on that par-
ty’s property.!!?

2. Policy Option: Strict Exercise of Existing State 
Cleanup Authority

As previously discussed in Section II.E, owners of gas sta-
tions operating on contaminated sites have an incentive 
to keep their stations operating inde%nitely, with the goal 
of kicking the can down the road until such time as the 
contamination is carried away by groundwater or other-
wise disappears, or until the land values of the property 
have increased substantially. States can discourage such 
“zombie” gas stations by using their existing authorities to 
require that operating gas stations on contaminated sites 
undergo prompt cleanup or face closure. Cleanups will in 
many cases trigger upgrades to modern UST standards.

Owners may drag their feet in response to state cleanup 
orders. In such cases, state regulators may take necessary 
actions to protect the environment from a release and 
impose institutional controls on the o'ender.!!& If cleanups 
still do not occur, many states have the authority to initi-
ate a cleanup on their own and lien the land for the cost 
of the cleanup. States may use discretion regarding which 
stations are ordered to clean up %rst. For example, states 
might prioritize locations where there is strong demand for 
housing or other uses for gas station land, liability is clear, 
a third-party deep pocket is responsible, and communities 
are already adequately served by other gas stations.

225. See, e.g., Morristown Assocs. v. Grant Oil Co., 220 N.J. 360, 45 ELR 20025 
(2015).

226. N.J. S*2*. §58:10-23.11f(a)(1) (2020).
227. Id. §58:10-23.11g(b); id. §58:10-23.11g(c)(1).
228. Id. §58:10-23.11g(c)(2).
229. See, e.g., W21.. R/3. C)4/ §70A.305.030(1)(f )-(g) (2020).
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States should seek, where possible, contribution from 
the oil companies whose product is contaminating the 
ground.!"# Oil majors frequently maintain long-term fuel 
supply contracts with convenience store operators, and pro-
vide them with marketing support and signage to promote 
the fuel brand.!"$ Under an “arranger liability” theory, for 
example, a state may be able to hold an oil re%ner responsi-
ble when the company sells gasoline to a petroleum retailer 
pursuant to an exclusive supply agreement.!"!

3. Impact of Mandated Cleanups

Mandated cleanups will force contaminated stations to 
reckon with their contamination and upgrade to modern 
USTs or exit the gas station business. In dense urban envi-
ronments where land values are high, cleanups may cause 
land to be redeveloped for other uses, particularly housing.

In the cases where third-party deep pockets are respon-
sible for the costs of cleanup,!"" mandated cleanups will 
bring resources into the community. Cleanups help unlock 
the land for redevelopment, which can better serve the pub-
lic’s needs while boosting property and sales tax revenues.

C. Preventing Air Pollution

1. Federal and State Regulation of 
Gas Station Air Pollution

Federal and state law do not set limits on overall vapor 
emissions from gas stations. Some states mandate technol-
ogy designed to limit vapor emissions from vent pipes and 
gas pumps. For example, California has laws regarding 
vapor recovery systems designed to control emissions dur-
ing fueling.!"&

2. Policy Option: Measure, Report, and Strictly 
Limit Gas Station Air Pollution

'ere are no existing reliable %eld measurements of benzene 
levels in or at the perimeter of gas stations in the United 
States, but they can be obtained at reasonable cost.!"( Such 

230. A review of all the di)erent theories upon which oil companies can be made 
to pay for cleanups is beyond the scope of this Article. For discussion of 
those theories, see Oshinskie, supra note 2.

231. How Branded Stations Operate, NACS, Feb. 17, 2020, https://www.conve-
nience.org/Topics/Fuels/How-Branded-Gasoline-Stations-Work.

232. Bra), supra note 5.
233. As the federal government imposed regulation on USTs, oil majors began 

divesting themselves of gas stations and moving to a franchise model, in an 
apparent e)ort to avoid liability. See Oshinskie, supra note 2, at 4. However, 
liability may still be imposed on major oil companies for leaks at their fran-
chisees under theories of ability to control, products liability, or fraudulent 
concealment. Id.

234. See, e.g., C*+. H,*+-. / S*0,-1 C23, §41954 (2020).
235. Robert M. Healy et al., Assessment of a Passive Sampling Method and Two 

On-Line Gas Chromatographs for the Measurement of Benzene, Toluene, Eth-
ylbenzene, and Xylenes in Ambient Air at a Highway Site, 10 A-4256.,789 
P2++:-82; R59.. 1123 (2019), available at https://www.sciencedirect.
com/science/article/abs/pii/S1309104218306561.

measurements have been made in other countries.!"< Gov-
ernmental agencies responsible for air quality should %rst 
measure the benzene pollution emanating from the gas sta-
tions in their jurisdiction.

Once data are collected on a sample of gas stations, air 
quality management districts and state pollution agencies 
should set limits on benzene concentrations at gas sta-
tions and at the property perimeter consistent with public 
health needs and technological advancement. Compli-
ance should be monitored by regular measurement of 
benzene levels in the gas station and at the gas station 
perimeter, and stations not meeting limits should be pre-
vented from operating until they are able to reliably con-
trol their air emissions.

3. Impact of Limiting Gas Station Air Pollution

Measurement and control of overall levels of benzene emis-
sions from gas stations should improve health outcomes of 
people who live, work, or spend time at or near gas stations. 
Making the measurements publicly accessible will allow 
cities, air pollution districts, and others to take informed 
action to reduce nearby residents’ risk of benzene exposure.

D. Controlling Stormwater Pollution

1. Federal, State, and Local Protection of 
Stormwater From Gasoline Spills

Gasoline contaminates stormwater when small spills of 
gasoline that occur during fueling are carried away by rain-
water into storm drains. Local governments have increas-
ingly developed expansive stormwater control programs 
that are separate from and broader than the requirements 
of the Clean Water Act (CWA).!"= While municipal pro-
grams vary widely, many localities have moved to adopt 
green infrastructure that moves surface runo) into natu-
ral areas rather than sewers, and contractual provisions 
requiring developers to allow inspections, take corrective 
action, or guarantee the performance of stormwater run-
o) controls.!">

2. Policy Option: Required Installation of Surface 
Water Control Systems

In the city of Seattle, stormwater regulations require a catch 
basin underneath the concrete pad where the gas pumps 
are and a roof canopy covering the pump area.!"? Gasoline 
caught by the catch basin is separated from the water @ow-
ing into the sewer system and channeled into a dead-end 

236. See, e.g., Sergio M. Correa et al., !e Impact of BTEX Emissions From Gas 
Stations Into the Atmosphere, 3 A-4256.,789 P2++:-82; R59.. 163 (2012).

237. M,+8;, G. M*9C:731, S-274A*-,7 P,748--8;B *;3 M*;*B,-
4,;- P72B7*45 (2019); 33 U.S.C. §§1251-1387, ELR S-*-. FWPCA 
§§101-607.

238. Id.
239. S,*--+, D,6*7-4,;- 20 C2;5-7:9-82; *;3 I;56,9-82;5, supra note 

205.
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sump.!"# Other cities should follow Seattle and require a 
full surface water control system to control gasoline runo$ 
at all gas stations installing new tanks, pipes, or pumps.!"%

3. Impact of Protecting Stormwater 
From Gasoline Spills

Improved stormwater management will reduce the inci-
dence of gasoline contamination of groundwater, streams, 
rivers, and lakes.

E. Prohibiting Construction of New Gas Stations

1. Federal, State, and Local Authority Over New 
Gas Station Construction

Broadly speaking, state governments are assumed to have 
all powers not expressly delegated to the federal government 
by the U.S. Constitution or preempted by federal statutory 
or constitutional law.!"! State “police power” encompasses 
a broad range of regulatory authority to promote public 
health, safety, and welfare.!"& 'is includes the authority to 
regulate local commerce, pass health laws, punish o$enses, 
and a number of other actions, as long as they do not run 
afoul of the federal powers or individual rights enumerated 
in the Constitution.!""

'e scope of state and local police power can be limited 
by the U.S. Congress’ exercise of its Article I, Section 8 
authority over interstate commerce, as well as by the “dor-
mant Commerce Clause,” a judicially created doctrine 
that limits state interference with interstate commerce 
even where federal law is silent.!"( In considering dormant 
Commerce Clause challenges, a court weighs the impact of 
state or local regulation on interstate commerce against the 
legitimate state interest in the regulation, scrutinizing the 
regulation closely for economic protectionism.!")

Forty states provide “home rule” to cities in their state 
constitutions or by statute (although some states require 
that cities be of a certain size to be eligible).!"* Home rule 
grants localities authority to regulate their local a$airs, 
except when a con+icting state statute preempts a local 

240. A “sump” is a pit or reservoir serving as a drain or receptacle for liquids. 
M,--./0-W,123,-, Sump, https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/
sump (last visited Nov. 9, 2020).

241. S,/334, D,5/-30,63 78 C7623-9:3.76 /6; I625,:3.762, supra note 
205.

242. See, e.g., Bond v. United States, 572 U.S. 844, 854 (2014) (“'e States 
have broad authority to enact legislation for the public good—what we have 
often called a ‘police power.’”).

243. See Brian W. Ohm, Some Modern Day Musings on the Police Power, 47 U-1. 
L/<. 625, 626, 631 (2015).

244. Id.
245. See Steven Ferrey, Sustainable Energy, Environmental Policy, and States’ Rights: 

Discerning the Energy Future !rough the Eye of the Dormant Commerce 
Clause, 12 N.Y.U. E6=’3 L.J. 507, 578-79 (2004).

246. See Pike v. Bruce Church, 397 U.S. 137, 143 (1970).
247. J7>6 D. R922,44 ? A/-76 B723-70, A0,-.:/6 C.3@ C7963@ EA:>/6B,, 

F,;,-/4.20, D.4476 R94,, /6; H70, R94, 1-11 (2016), https://www.
alec.org/app/uploads/2016/01/2016-ACCE-White-Paper-Dillon-House-
Rule-Final.pdf.

measure.!"C Cities without home-rule authority can often 
have broad implied powers.!"D However, the speciEcs of 
municipal power vary across states, and sometimes even 
among municipalities within a state.!(# States generally 
do provide local governments with broad control over 
zoning and land use decisions under state law, subject to 
overarching state priorities, and to the reasonableness of 
the regulation.!(%

Because federal law does not regulate where gasoline is 
sold, it is unlikely to prevent a city or state from exercising 
its traditional powers over land use to limit the locations 
where a gas station can be sited.!(! City and county zoning 
powers are broad, and most cities already have regulations 
strictly limiting the locations where gasoline can be sold.!(& 
'ese regulations could be tightened to ban the new con-
struction of gas stations citywide or countywide. Given the 
traditional strength of local control over land use decisions, 
city- and county-level zoning restrictions are likely to be 
upheld if challenged in court.!("

248. See Erin Adele Schar$, Hyper Preemption: A Reordering of the State-Local 
Relationship?, 106 G,7. L.J. 1469 (2018).

249. Id.
250. For example, Pennsylvania allows municipalities to opt for “home rule” 

governments. Home rule, established by state law, gives local governments 
all powers not speciEcally denied to them by the state constitution, state 
assembly, or home rule charter. Alternatively, cities that have not opted for 
home rule can only act in ways speciEcally authorized by state law. Kate 
Lao Sha$ner, What Is Home Rule, WHYY, July 24, 2014, https://whyy.org/
articles/what-is-home-rule/. Forty-four states have some form of home-rule 
provision in state law. Id.

251. O-B/6.2/3.76 87- E:7670.: C7-O5,-/3.76 /6; D,=,4750,63, 
T>, G7=,-6/6:, 78 L/6; 92,: C7963-@ F/:3 S>,,3 U6.3,; 
S3/3,2 1-2 (2017), https://www.oecd.org/regional/regional-policy/
land-use-United-States.pdf (“States have the authority to regulate land 
use, but all states have, to a large degree, delegated this authority to lo-
cal governments.”); see also Hannah J. Wiseman, Disaggregating Preemp-
tion in Energy Law, 40 H/-=. E6=’3 L. R,=. 293, 309-10 (2016) (argu-
ing that courts in “home rule” states may be hesitant to preempt local 
decisions in areas of traditional municipal control, such as land use). 
 Some states, including Pennsylvania and New Jersey, place restrictions 
on local zoning authority if the zoning ordinance in question is shown to be 
unduly restrictive or exclusionary. C & M Dev., Inc. v. Bedminster Zoning 
Hearing Bd., 820 A.2d 143, 151 (Pa. 2002); Southern Burlington County 
NAACP v. Township of Mount Laurel, 67 N.J. 151, appeal dismissed, 423 
U.S. 808 (1975); see also Beaver Gasoline Co. v. Osborne Borough, 445 Pa. 
571, 577 (1971) (Pennsylvania Supreme Court remanded a case to a zoning 
hearing board to give a borough the opportunity to provide evidence of a 
valid public purpose to justify a zoning ordinance that would have excluded 
gas stations from being located anywhere within a borough). See also In re 
Appeal of Elocin, Inc., 461 A.2d 771, 772-73 (Pa. 1983) (“the constitu-
tionality of a zoning ordinance which totally excludes a legitimate use is 
regarded with circumspection and, therefore, such ordinance must bear a 
more substantial relationship to a stated public purpose than a regulation 
which merely conEnes that use to a certain area within the municipality”).

252. For a more detailed discussion of the limits federal law places on the ability 
of states to regulate motor vehicle fuel, see Matthew N. Metz & Janelle Lon-
don, State Vehicle Electri"cation Mandates and Federal Preemption, 9 M.:>. 
J. E6=’3 ? A;0.6. L. 433 (2020). We conclude that while certain types of 
state regulation of motor fuel would be preempted by federal laws that con-
template gas-powered vehicles, most state action would survive a legal chal-
lenge. Id. 'e case that a regulation of gas stations would be upheld against 
a challenge based on a fuel-economy-focused statute is even stronger than 
in the area of EVs, because regulation of the gas pump is one step further 
removed from fuel economy than regulation concerning EVs. See also Ohm, 
supra note 243, at 626.

253. E.g., S,/334,, W/2>., C7;, §23.47A.028 (2020), https://library.muni-
code.com/wa/seattle/codes/municipal_code?nodeId=TIT23LAUSCO_
SUBTITLE_IIILAUSRE_CH23.47ACO_23.47A.028STDRBU.

254. See Ferrey, supra note 245.
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2. Policy Option: Ban Construction of 
New Gas Stations

A ban on construction of new gas stations would most 
likely be enacted via an amendment to a municipal or 
county zoning code.!"" In Baltimore, Maryland, a city 
council member introduced legislation in July 2020 to ban 
the construction or establishment of a new gas station in 
any zoning district within the city.!"#

$e California Air Resources Board recommends that 
large gas stations (stations dispensing 3.6 million gallons or 
more per year) not be sited within 300 feet of sensitive land 
uses such as schools, parks, and residential communities.!"% 
A bu&er zone similar to that recommended by California’s 
Air Resources Board could be expanded to 160 meters, the 
distance at which acutely harmful levels of benzene have 
been shown to spread.!"'

3. Impact of Ban on New Gas Stations

Banning the construction of new gas stations is a power-
ful policy to arrest the growth of retail gasoline outlets in 
the implementing jurisdiction. It also provides an e&ective 
backstop preventing gas stations shuttered because of envi-
ronmental concerns from reopening in another location.

$e larger the jurisdiction that implements a ban, the 
less likely drivers will simply travel to neighboring juris-
dictions to purchase gasoline. If a city implements a ban, 
neighboring cities allowing gas stations might see a surge 
in new permitting applications. If a county implements 
one, gas stations would be impeded from moving from one 
city within a county to another. A state ban would prevent 
all new gas station construction within the state.

A ban on the construction of new gas stations will 
help jurisdictions contain the spread of the environmen-
tal impacts associated with gas station operation. It will 
prevent the contamination of air, soil, and water in a new 
location, and avert impacts to the uses and values of neigh-
boring properties.

A ban will prevent new gas stations from increasing the 
number of outlets advertising gasoline for sale, will tend 
to make purchasing of gasoline less convenient, and will 
impede the expansion of “gasoline culture” to new areas. It 
will decrease the likelihood of abandonment of existing gas 
stations, because the ban will lead to fewer stations com-
peting for the gasoline market.

Controversial impacts of a ban on new gas station con-
struction could include the possibility of some persons 
traveling greater distance to purchase gasoline and less 
competition between gas stations, which could lead to 
higher gasoline prices.

255. See, e.g., Juliana Maantay, Zoning, Equity, and Public Health, 91 A(. J. P)*. 
H+,-./ 1033 (2001), available at https://ajph.aphapublications.org/doi/
pdf/10.2105/AJPH.91.7.1033.

256. Baltimore, Md., Ordinance 20-0561 (introduced July 6, 2020).
257. C,-012340, E450324(+4.,- P32.+6.024 A7+468, C,-012340, A03 R+-

92)36+9 B2,3:, A03 Q),-0.8 ,4: L,4: U9+ H,4:*22;: A C2(()40.8 
H+,-./ P+39<+6.05+ (2005), https://ww3.arb.ca.gov/ch/handbook.pdf.

258. See Shearston & Hilpert, supra note 23.

F. Phasing Out of Existing Gas Stations

1. State and Local Authority to Phase Out 
Existing Gas Stations

$e authority of state and local jurisdictions to phase out 
existing gas stations rests on the same police powers that 
allow the banning of new gas stations. However, with 
existing gas stations, jurisdictions need to be careful to 
avoid “regulatory takings” that could trigger requirements 
to pay compensation, unless the jurisdiction has the budget 
allocation to pay such compensation.

Constitutional protection of existing uses under the Tak-
ings Clause!"= is often assumed, but is not mandated under 
existing law.!#> In a takings analysis of an existing use, 
courts seek to balance the “reliance interests” (essentially, 
expectation that the regulatory environment will stay the 
same) of an owner or investor with the need for regulators 
to have ?exibility in adapting to changed circumstances.!#@

Nuisance law typically permits elimination of existing 
land uses for the purpose of preventing harm without the 
requirement of payment of compensation under the Tak-
ings Clause.!#! Gas stations’ contribution to air, water, and 
soil pollution makes them strong candidates for applica-
tion of nuisance doctrine, particularly if it could be dem-
onstrated that air pollution from a gas station is above 
NIOSH safe thresholds.

A jurisdiction could also avoid payment of compensa-
tion by giving gas stations a reasonable period of time 
to exit the business. $is concept, known as amortiza-
tion, occurs when a government allows a nonconforming 
existing use to continue for a deAned period of time.!#B 
Under this doctrine, a city could order gas stations to 
sunset their operations within 10 years or some other 
reasonable period.!#C

A city may also consider using eminent domain 
authority to acquire gas stations at a reasonable cost, 
particularly those that are near sensitive locations such 
as schools, universities, or housing. $e appraisal of a 

259. $e Takings Clause of the Fifth Amendment provides, in pertinent part, “nor 
shall private property be taken for public use, without just compensation.”

260. See generally Christopher Serkin, Existing Uses and the Limits of Land Use 
Regulation, 84 N.Y.U. L. R+5. 1222 (2009) (arguing that although many 
people presume that preexisting uses are constitutionally protected in the 
face of zoning changes, the actual status of such protections is unclear and 
not based on sound policy or constitutional reasoning).

261. See Kenneth A. Stahl, Reliance in Land Use Law, 2013 BYU L. R+5. 949, 
958-59 (2013).

262. See, e.g., Hadacheck v. Sebastian, 239 U.S. 394 (1915) (upholding statute 
eliminating existing brickyard from residential neighborhood).

263. See Serkin, supra note 260. Pennsylvania does not allow amortization of 
an ongoing nonconforming use unless the use is a nuisance. Pennsylvania 
N.W. Distribs. v. Zoning Hearing Bd., 526 Pa. 186, 195, 584 A.2d 1372 
(Pa. 1991). A federal district court in Pennsylvania held that a leaking gas 
station could constitute a public nuisance. Graham Oil Co. v. BP Oil Co., 
885 F. Supp. 716, 723, 26 ELR 20432 (W.D. Pa. 1994).

264. In City of Garland v. Valley Oil Co., 482 S.W.2d 342, 346 (Tex. Civ. App. 
1972), a court ruled that a one-year amortization period for a noncon-
forming gas station was lawful. See also Standard Oil Co. v. City of Tal-
lahassee, 185 F.2d 410, 413 (5th Cir. 1950) (upholding discontinuance of 
a gas station use by a zoning ordinance enacted after the construction of 
the gas station).
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property for eminent domain purposes should take into 
account the cost of cleanup, legal costs, !nancing e"ects, 
future liability, stigma, and other !nancial impacts of 
property contamination.

G. Reducing or Eliminating Insurance Subsidies 
for Gas Stations

1. Federal and State Laws Pertaining to 
UST Insurance

Federal regulations require owners and operators of UST 
systems to have insurance of a minimum of $1 million per 
occurrence for corrective action and third-party claims.#$% 
&irty-six states help their gas stations meet federal insur-
ance requirements by o"ering UST insurance to gas station 
owners and operators through state !nancial assurance 
funds.#$$ &e state of Washington reinsures policies writ-
ten by private insurers.#$'

State !nancial assurance funds are typically !nanced by 
a fee or tax on gasoline. California, for example, charges 
$.02 per gallon, while Idaho charges only $.002 per gal-
lon.#$( Gas station owners insured pursuant to state insur-
ance funds typically pay a )at annual fee per UST, typically 
less than $100 per year, regardless of tank age.#$*

A number of state cleanup programs are facing !nan-
cial di+culty, making it unclear how e"ectively they will 
be able to handle necessary cleanups going forward. For 
example, Illinois’ UST Fund was $20 million short of 
being able to cover its obligations as of 2016.#',

North Carolina has ensured its fund will not run dry, 
but at the cost of limiting cleanups. &e state’s Department 
of Environment and Natural Resources is now only per-
mitted to order cleanups to the extent the fund can reim-
burse the cleanup activity within 90 days of completion.#'-

2. Policy Option: Strengthen State Cleanup Funds 
by Charging Risky Gas Stations More

Because state insurance funds do not price discriminate 
between low-risk gas stations operating with new USTs 
and high-risk stations operating with aging USTs, they 
subsidize aging tank operation, thereby creating “moral 
hazard.” Moral hazard occurs when the provision of insur-

265. 40 C.F.R §281.37 (2019).
266. U.S. EPA, State Financial Assurance Funds, https://www.epa.gov/ust/state-

!nancial-assurance-funds (last updated Sept. 9, 2020).
267. See W./0. R12. C341 §§70.148.005-.900 (2020); W./0. A4567. C341 

§§374-30-010, 374-30-060 (2020).
268. A//386.9637 3: S9.91 .74 T1;;693;6.< S3<64 W./91 M.7.=15179 O:-

:686.</, supra note 140.
269. Id.
270. Tim Landis, State of Illinois Has $20.3 Million Hole in Fuel-Tank Cleanup 

Program; U.S. EPA !reatening to Pull Approval, S9. J.-R1=., Apr. 7, 2016, 
https://www.sj-r.com/article/20160407/NEWS/160409652.

271. N3;90 C.;3<67. D1>.;95179 3: E726;375179.< Q?.<69@, F67.786.< 
A//?;.781 :3; U741;=;3?74 S93;.=1 T.7A C<1.7?>/: EB18?9621 
S?55.;@ 1 (2005), https://!les.nc.gov/ncdeq/Waste%20Management/
DWM/UST/Reports/UST%20Insurance%20White%20Paper%202005.
pdf.

ance implies that individuals do not bear fully the con-
sequences of their actions.#'# Rather than subsidize risky 
operations, states should adopt a risk-based pricing mecha-
nism whereby operators pay more to insure single-walled 
tanks and those over 20 years old.

States should also fully fund their insurance funds. 
North Carolina’s practice of limiting cleanups to avail-
able funds is a subsidy to gas stations, because it allows 
gas stations to avoid paying the full cost of their environ-
mental risk.

3. Impact of Risk-Based Insurance

States that abandoned state insurance funds and required 
private coverage have caused operators to upgrade their 
tanks to make them more insurable in the private mar-
ket.#'C By abandoning unnecessary subsidies for older 
USTs, states can better protect the public and avoid sub-
sidizing a product with substantial negative environmen-
tal and health consequences. A movement to risk-based 
pricing will likely increase UST replacement and reduce 
contamination, while forcing “zombie” gas stations to exit 
the business.

States fully funding their cleanup funds will allow them 
to better protect the environment and avoid subsidizing 
pollution-causing activity.

H. Placing Climate Change Warning Labels 
on Gas Pumps

1. Federal, State, and Local Authority to Require 
Warning Labels

Cambridge, Massachusetts,#'D recently enacted an ordi-
nance that would require gas pumps to display labels 
warning consumers that gasoline use is a cause of climate 
change, and Santa Monica, California,#'% and Berkeley, 
California,#'$ have considered similar ones. Authority to 
require gas pump warning labels has been challenged on 
First Amendment grounds.

272. See also J3/1>0 E. S96=<69E, R6/A, I78179621/, .74 I7/?;.781: T01 P?;1 
T013;@ 3: M3;.< H.E.;4 5 (Geneva Papers on Risk and Insurance No. 
26, 1983), https://edisciplinas.usp.br/mod/resource/view.php?id=1462897.

273. Haitao Yin et al., Risk-Based Pricing and Risk-Reducing E"ort: Does the Pri-
vate Insurance Market Reduce Environmental Accidents?, 54 J. L. F E837. 
325, 326-27 (2011) (!nding that Michigan’s decision to eliminate its !-
nancial assurance fund in the mid-1990s resulted in more than 3,000 UST 
releases avoided over an eight-year period, avoiding roughly $400 million in 
cleanup costs).

274. Cambridge, Mass., Ordinance No. 1418 (2020), http://cambridgema.
iqm2.com/Citizens/Detail_LegiFile.aspx?ID=10472 (last visited Nov. 9, 
2020).

275. S.79. M3768., C.<6:3;76., C69@ C3?786< R1>3;9, C69@ C3?786< R1=-
?<.; M11967=: S1>915G1; 8, 2015 (2015), https://publicdocs.smgov.net/
WebLink/edoc/2325128/SR-09-08-2015-3J.pdf?dbid=0&repo=SMGOV 
(last visited Nov. 9, 2020).

276. Berkeley May Consider Gas Pump Warnings About Global Warming, L.A. 
T651/, June 17, 2014, https://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-ln-
berkeley-gas-pump-warnings-20140617-story.html.
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!e Western States Petroleum Association (WSPA), 
an oil industry trade group, wrote a letter in 2014 to the 
city of Berkeley opposing Berkeley’s proposed gas pump 
warning label ordinance, arguing that such an ordinance 
would constitute compelled speech in violation of the First 
Amendment."## !e letter states that, pursuant to deci-
sions in Zauderer v. O!ce of Disciplinary Counsel"#$ and 
Video Software Dealers Ass’n v. Schwarzenegger,"#% govern-
ments cannot compel product disclosures that do not con-
vey “purely factual and uncontroversial information” and 
do not prevent deception of consumers. WSPA argued 
that because the labels would force businesses to advance 
California’s contested policy position that global warming 
caused by greenhouse gases is a threat to California’s econ-
omy and environment, and because they do not prevent 
consumer deception, they impermissibly compel speech."$&

In CTIA v. City of Berkeley,"$' the U.S. Court of 
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, in upholding a Berkeley 
city ordinance requiring that cell phone retailers display a 
poster warning of cell phone radiation, clari(ed that gov-
ernment can compel speech to further public health and 
welfare, provided that it can show a substantial govern-
ment interest in doing so. It further held that a compelled 
disclosure can satisfy the “purely factual and uncontro-
versial” criterion if it is factual, even if it relates to a topic 
that can be controversial.

Applying the CTIA logic to the gasoline context, gov-
ernments could argue that they have a substantial “public 
health and welfare interest” in avoiding excessive carbon 
in the atmosphere. Whether a statement such as “!e 
U.S. government has determined that gasoline use causes 
global warming” would be considered “purely factual 
and uncontroversial” is less clear. While the statement is 
factual in that the U.S. government has determined that 
gasoline use causes global warming,"$" it may remain con-
troversial for many.

!e CTIA court applied a commonsense factual analysis 
to the cell phone radiation warnings, and held that a warn-
ing relating to subjects that are controversial, such as the 
health impacts from cell phone radiation, are not inher-
ently controversial when the facts within the compelled 
statement are not themselves controversial."$) Accordingly, 
federal, state, and local jurisdictions have grounds on 
which to claim authority to require warning labels on gas 
pumps despite a First Amendment challenge.

2. Policy Option: Require Warning Labels on 
Gas Pumps

Cities or states could require labels on gas pumps stating 
a provable fact such as “!e U.S. government has deter-

277. S*+,* M-+./*, C*0.1-2+.*, supra note 275.
278. 471 U.S. 626 (1985).
279. 556 F.3d 950, 965-67 (9th Cir. 2009), a"’d sub nom. Brown v. Entertain-

ment Merchs. Ass’n, 564 U.S. 786 (2011).
280. Id.
281. 928 F.3d 832, 844 (9th Cir. 2019), cert. denied, 140 S. Ct. 658 (2019).
282. See, e.g., U.S. EPA, Overview of Greenhouse Gases, https://www.epa.gov/

ghgemissions/overview-greenhouse-gases (last updated Sept. 8, 2020).
283. CTIA, 928 F.3d at 844.

mined that gasoline use causes global warming,” or listing 
statistics around the proven harms of gasoline.

3. Impact of Requiring Warning Labels

Impacts of warning labels will vary depending on the con-
tent, design, and placement of the warning, and the extent 
to which purchasers of gasoline pay attention to the warn-
ings or disregard them.

!e evidence of the e3ectiveness of warning labels in 
other contexts is mixed. Cigarette warning labels have been 
shown to stimulate thoughts about the risk of smoking, 
which lead to stronger intentions to quit and attempts to 
quit."$4 Conversely, labels regarding the dangers of driv-
ing, operating machinery, and pregnancy while using alco-
hol have been shown to have little in5uence on drinking 
behavior, although they appear to have increased awareness 
of the message on the labels."$6

I. Mandated Gasoline Sales Reporting 
and Disclosure

1. Federal, State, and Local Authority to Mandate 
Gasoline Sales Reporting

!e federal government collects gasoline sales information, 
and states collect such information to provide to the federal 
government. States are required to report total monthly 
sales of gasoline taxed by the state to the Federal Highway 
Administration (FHwA),"$7 and to report fuel sales to the 
Internal Revenue Service (IRS)."$#

States can also require reporting of gasoline sales data 
from retail fuel outlets in connection with vehicle emis-
sions standards. For instance, in Iowa, the Department 
of Revenue obtains gasoline sales data for the Retail-
ers Fuel Gallons Annual Report to measure progress 
toward its renewable fuel standards."$$ !e California 
Air Resources Board requires retail fueling stations to 
report “throughput data,” or annual gasoline sales vol-
umes, as part of its Air Toxics “Hot Spots” Emission 
Inventory Criteria and Guidelines Regulation."$% In Cal-
ifornia, fueling stations must also report annual gasoline 

284. Hua-Hie Yong et al., Mediational Pathways of the Impact of Cigarette Warn-
ings on Quit Attempts, 33 H8*0,9 P:;/9. 1410 (2014).

285. Claire Wilkinson & Robin Room, Warnings on Alcohol Containers and Ad-
vertisements: International Experience and Evidence on E"ects, 28 D2<= > 
A0/-9-0 R8?. 426 (2009).

286. U.S. Department of Transportation O@ce of Highway Policy Information, 
Motor Fuel Data and the Highway Trust Fund, https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/
policyinformation/motorfueldata.cfm (last modi(ed Apr. 2, 2020).

287. I+,82+*0 R8?8+<8 S82?./8, P<A0./*,.-+ N-. 510, EB/.:8 T*B8: (2020), 
https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/p510.pdf.

288. See, e.g., Iowa Department of Revenue Releases 2018 Retailers Fuel Gallons 
Annual Report, FUELI-C*, Apr. 2, 2019, https://www.fueliowa.com/latest-
news.cfm/Article/LATEST-kaigNEWS/Iowa-Department-of-Revenue-Re-
leases-2018-Retailers-Fuel-Gallons-Annual-Report/2019-4-2.

289. C*0. C-D8 R8=:. tit. 17, §§93400-93410 (2020), https://ww3.arb.ca.gov/
regact/2018/ctr2018/ctrfro.pdf; California Air Resources Board, “Hot Spots” 
Inventory Guidelines, https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/hot-spots-inventory-guide-
lines (last visited Nov. 9, 2020).
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and diesel sales, identi!ed by speci!c type of fuel, to the 
California Energy Commission."#$

Local jurisdictions may also have authority to compel 
gas stations to provide gasoline sales data to them. For 
example, the California Constitution provides that cities 
and counties may make and enforce within their limits all 
local, police, sanitary, and other ordinances and regulations 
not in con%ict with general laws."#& 'is “police power” is 
the source of counties’ and cities’ regulatory authority to 
protect public health, safety, and welfare."#"

It could be argued that understanding gasoline sales 
volumes from gas stations within city limits is necessary 
to protect the public health of residents living near gas sta-
tions. A “dose-response” connection has been established 
between gasoline sales volumes and health impacts. For 
instance, benzene emissions from gas stations are corre-
lated with volumes of gasoline sold."#(

2. Policy Option: Mandate Gasoline Sales 
Volume Reporting and Disclosure

State governments, and possibly local governments, could 
mandate that retail fuel outlets report their gasoline sales 
volume data at least annually and make public these gaso-
line sales !gures at the most detailed level possible—ideally 
at the gas station level, city level, and zip code level.

3. Impact of Mandating Gasoline Sales Volume 
Reporting and Disclosure

Local governments armed with gasoline sales volume 
data will be able to set goals around reducing gasoline 
sales, and then track and measure progress toward those 
goals. As such, they will be able to assess the e)ectiveness 
of their transportation emissions reduction strategies and 
re!ne those strategies based on the gasoline sales data. For 
instance, Menlo Park, California, has adopted a climate 
action plan goal of reducing gasoline sales at retail fueling 
stations within the city by 10% annually from a 2018 base-
line."#* With gasoline sales volume data, it will be able to 

290. C+,. C-./ R/01. tit. 20, art. 3, §§1361-1371 (2020).
291. C+,. C-213., art. XI, §7.
292. I2134353/ 6-7 L-8+, G-9/72:/23, L-8+, A0/28; P-</71 +2. L4:4-

3+34-21 (2012), http://www.ca-ilg.org/sites/main/!les/!le-attachments/
local_agency_powers_and_limitations.pdf.

293. Hilpert et al., supra note 40. Gasoline sales volumes at the city level are 
not generally available. Cities typically estimate carbon emissions by using 
International Council for Local Environmental Initiatives’ (ICLEI’s) U.S. 
Community Protocol for Accounting and Reporting of Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions. ICLEI USA, U.S. C-::5243; P7-3-8-, 6-7 A88-523420 
+2. R/=-73420 -6 G7//2>-51/ G+1 E:4114-21, https://icleiusa.org/pub-
lications/us-community-protocol/. 'is method of calculating greenhouse 
gases from transportation relies on assumptions, estimates, and derivations 
from regional or state-level data about vehicle miles traveled and the types of 
vehicle used to travel those miles. Its metrics do not provide cities with a tool 
that is readily understandable to determine whether their policies and prac-
tices are having an impact on greenhouse gas emissions. In contrast, gasoline 
sales relate directly to greenhouse gas emissions. Every gallon of gasoline 
burned sends 20 pounds of CO2 into the atmosphere. FuelEconomy.gov, 
supra note 71. Reducing gasoline sales from a city’s gas stations means reduc-
ing CO2 emissions enabled by that city.

294. See C43; C-5284, -6 M/2,- P+7?, C+,46-724+, S=/84+, +2. R/05,+7 
M//3420 M4253/1 6-7 J5,; 14, 2020 (2020) (adopting Resolution No. 
6575, including Agenda Item F1(3)(a): “Set citywide goals for increasing 

track progress toward this goal and focus public attention 
on achieving it.

Obtaining gasoline sales volume data at the gas station 
level will also enable “dose-response” correlations to be 
made between volumes of gasoline sold and demographics 
of the surrounding areas such as health, property values, 
crime rates, smoking, and obesity. Further, it will enable 
measurement of the impact of steps to reduce gasoline 
consumption, including ordinances requiring EV charg-
ing infrastructure in new or existing construction, EV 
car-sharing programs, adding bike lanes, and increasing 
housing density near transit.

IV. Conclusion

'e climate crisis requires prompt reappraisal of all major 
pathways of carbon use and pollution. Gas stations have 
largely escaped scrutiny, despite their status as America’s 
biggest carbon spigot and their ubiquitous and highly vis-
ible presence in American cities.

Gas station regulation has historically prioritized low 
gasoline prices over public health, environmental protec-
tion, and climate recovery. Gas stations have been per-
mitted to pass the costs of pumping gas onto unwitting 
neighbors and employees, government, and future genera-
tions. While this approach served past goals of expanding 
use of private, gas-powered passenger vehicles, it does not 
!t the 21st-century imperatives of rapidly drawing down 
carbon emissions, decreasing pollution of air, soil, and 
groundwater, and increasing equity in health outcomes.

To do their part to meet their climate goals, city, state, 
and federal governments will need to act quickly and deci-
sively to curb carbon emissions. Tighter regulation of gas 
stations o)ers a powerful and e)ective means for reducing 
the gas stations’ contamination of air, soil, and water. It 
will also disincentivize gasoline consumption by prevent-
ing gas stations from externalizing the costs of their envi-
ronmental harms by reducing the reach and omnipresence 
of the gasoline spigot.

EVs and decreasing gasoline sales. Announce and promote citywide goals 
of 1)@making all new vehicles be electric by 2025 and 2)@reducing gasoline 
sales each year by 10%, based on the total reported in 2018.”), https://www.
menlopark.org/AgendaCenter/ViewFile/Minutes/_07142020-3470.
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